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IHTRODUCTIOH
Purpose
It is the purpose of this study to investigate and analyze the price
relationships betveen soybeans and related products in order to assist in solv-
ing aarketing and processing problems in wiving inventory and risk management.
Price relationships nean the relationships which exist between cash prices of
the commodity (soybeans) and cash prices of its by-products; namely, oil and meal;
relationships between cash and futures prices; relationships between futures
prices of the commodity and futures -rices of its by-products; and relation-
ships between other farm conmodity prices and soybean prices.
Problem
Soybeans have become a major crop in the United States lthin the lost
20 years, and in Kansas their im ortance, as measured by production, has in-
creased twenty-fold in the last 13 years. However, processing capacity has in-
creased more rapidly. As a result, most soybean processors, during this period
of expanded reduction, have been forced to purchase a supply of soybeans during
the harvesting season to assure operation of crushing facilities throughout the
yeir. The general iractice has been to purchase a supply of soybeans during
September, October, and November and place them in storage for later processing.
The accumulation of large inventories during these three months has concentra-
ted the problem of inventory and risk management ir.to the hands of a relatively
few processors.
Soybean rocessors have shifted the risk of inventory Ownership by forward
sales and by hedging. The forward sales or forward contracts are private trea-
ties, like cash sales, exce t that they are made for deferred delivery. Forward
3ales naturally 3ell for less than current delivery. Forward s les are a Ter-
feet risk shifting system f forward sales oar. be accomplished.
To date, the hedging of soybean purchases in the futures market has met
with varied success for Kansas soybean processors. Many reasons are advanced
for the inadequacy of the futures market: (l) volume of futures transactions
has not been sufficient to provide adequate rice charge insurance, (2) rela-
tively few buyers and sellers may influence the market unduly, (3) the many
and varied products ^ade from the soybean have different market values and out-
lets, and (4) similar products made frorr oil producing crops have an influence
on soybean prices.
Risk bearing includes the cost of storage, insurance, interest on funds
invested in grain ownership, and adverse price changes. Processors have at-
tempted to shift these risks on to the futures market or by forward sales.
The forward sales of soybean oil and seal to feed manufacturers and oil re-
finers have been used successfully in sliifting risk; however, the shifting of
risk ly forward contracts has been Mt by increasing discounts from the cur-
rent month delivery by users of oil and meal. The shifting of risk through
the use of futures markets has met with varied success.
Review of Literature
A review of literature pertaining to soybean prices is necessary in this
study to understand more adequately the raany ramifications of soybean pricing
in the united States. A brief review of published material will bring together
the conclusions of many authors on subjects which will shed light on the anal-
ysis of relationships existing between soybeans, its many related products, and
other like commodities and reveal areas where information is needed but not
heretofore provided. The rajor contributions to this field of study are listed
along with their contribution.
The united States Department of Agriculture weekly *nd monthly publi-
cations wore used in the tabulation of the many price series. Of particular
value in this study were "The Teed Situation, " "The Fats and Oils Situation,"
"Crops and Markets," Agricultural Statistics, Reports of the Kansas State
Board of Agriculture, and Reports of the Commodity Exchange Aithority.
The following private trade publications were used! "Kansas City Grain
Market Review," "The Chicago Journal of Commerce," "The Wall Street Journal,"
and the "Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter."
iscellaneou3 tabulations were ade from the market quotation reports
of the "Board of Tr-.de of the City of Chicago," "Hew York Produce Exchange,"
The Memphis Merchants Exchange Clearing Association, and The 1953 Soybean
Blue Book.
Dr. G. L. Jordan, Professor of Agricultural Economics, University of
I linoi3, in "What Determines Soybean Prices," Bu letin 5A6 of the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station reasoned that Trices received by farmers for
soybeans are determined as follows:
Prices received by faroers for soybeans depend on the prices that
consumers will pay for Feat and other animal products, margarine, and
vegetable shortenings; on the siae of the livestock population; the sup-
plies of orotein supplements, corn, and edible fats and oils; and the
costs and profits of handlers, transportation agencies, and processors.
The dominant causes of ye-r-to-ye: r v nations in soybean prices are changes
in the ability of the tfelted States consumer to buy these related products
and in the quantities of protein supplements and edible fats and oils
available.
In the absence of price ceilings or effective price supports, prices
of soybean meal can be expected to charge during the next few yor.rs
about 1.2 times as much (in oercentage) as disposaMe personal income,
and in the same direction. Meal prices can be ex >ected to rove in the
opposite direction to changes in supplies of the supplements used in tnls
analysis (converted to a meal-equivalent b-.sis) and about O.ifl to 0.45
as much (in percentage). An Increase of :ne bushel per animal unit in the
corn supply uould tend to drive down the price of meal about 2.5 percent.
During the next few years the actual price of soybean meal will probably
be about the same as the weighted composite rice of all the supplements
used in this analysis v.'hen converted to a ~etj.-equivalent basis.
Soybean oil prices, in the absence of price controls or effective
price supports, will change in the same direction and to about the sane
extent (percentage as disposable >er3onal income chrnges. They will also
tend to change about 1.4 to 1.5 percent in the opposite direction with
every 1 percent change in supplies of the four edible fats and oils
—
soybern oil, cottonseed oil, Ir.rd, ad b 1 tterfat. The actual price of
soybean oil will be approximately 55 percent as high a3 the weighted
composite price of the four edible fats and oils.
From the combined value of the oil and meal must bo deducted the
marketing and processing costs. These costs fluctuate rather widely.
They have beco e so: evhat stabilised, however, since 19 54-35 around a
figure equal to 25 cents a bushel plus 25 percent of the value of the
meal and oil minus 2 cents for every year since 1934-35 (cumulative).
Dp to World War II, as soybean production expanded rapidly and the
market became a little better organized, the seasonal spread in soybean
prices froi- the October low to early susnmer high declired somewhat.
Since World War II the October price has continued to be very low com-
pared with the ye rly average price (after corrections are made for clrnges
in demand and production); but the peak has come sooner—in April or May—
and much of the rise has occurred by January. More farm storage until
January or May will prolably pay growers for several years unless we get
into a period of price controls. In case -rice controls are applied,
some consideration will have to be given to the I atter of orderly mar-
keting, either by allowing seasonal variations in prices or by paying
f r^er3 or others a fee for storing, fa
Drs. T. A. Hieronymous and G. L. Jordan, Professors of Agricultural
Economics, University of Illinois, in a monthly publication, Illinois Farm Eco-
nomics, Number 173, October 1949, entitled "Farv Storage of Soybeans Carries
Small Price Risk" make the following comment- on seasonal movement of prices:
One explanation advanced for the unusually large seasonal increase
in the price of soybeans has been that soybean storage was inadequate
during the fall months and that the price of storage has been high.
Soybeans move onto the market at harvest in such large quantities that
it i3 difficult to find storage for them.
/X 0. L. Jordan, "What Determines Soybean Prices, "tt iversity of Illinois,
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 546, March, 1951, pp. 187 -8.
We d- not agree with this standard explanation and expection of
the soybean seasonal.
Soybean prooes3or3, as a group, are ;d.lling to Day up to within
30 cents per bushel of as nuoh for soybeans as they can get for the oil
and seal made from a bushel of soybeans. In deoiding the orice they will
bid at country points, they take the combined value of 48 oounds of soy-
bean meal, bulk, Decttur, Illinois, and nine pounds of soyb an oil in
tank ears, raidwestern mills, End subtract 30 cents from it. For example,
if soybean oil is 15 cents per pound and soybean meal $70 per ton (j£
cents per pound) the combined value is $3.18 Der bushel. Up to $2.88
will be bid for soybeans.
The prices of soybeans and soybean products are extremely erratic,
changing frequently and by considerable amounts. If a soybean proces-
sor were to buy soybeans at one time and sell the products at sone later
tine he right realize the expected 30 cents, or he might realize le^s
or more than 30 cents. They use the sale of oil and meal for deferred
delivery, or forward sale, almost exclusively.
Forward s I93 are made to oil refiners in the ease of oil and to
feed ingredient wholesalers and feed manufacturers in the case of meal.
While oil refiners, feed wholes- 1 ers, and feed manufacturers are more
willing to assume risks of price change than are soybean processors, they
will not carry, without reward, more risks than are necessury. Accord-
ingly, the practice of offering discounts for accepting deferred delivery
has arisen. They decline as the tire to delivery decreases. Accordingly,
those farmers who sell soybeans in the fall Pay r.uch larger risk ore-duns
than those who se 1 soybeans in the spring.
On the basis of this risk shifting system with its discounted
prices we suggest that risk premiums explain the unusually large sea-
sonal movement of soybean prioes. It arises out of ownership considera-
tions ruther than storage factors. /^
A. R. Ssbin, Bureau of Agricultural Economios, Ohited States Depa tment
of Agriculture in Marketing Channels and terglns for Soybeans "nd Soybean
Products, October 1950, studied on a sample basis, the 1 arketing of soybeans
by farmers In Illinois for crop years 1947 and 19i8:
About 96 percent of soybeans sold off Illinois fan* wore sold
to country elevators. The gross margin received by country elev-tors
for soybeans was 13.6 cents per bushel for the 1947 crop and 8.0 cents
T. A. Hieronyrrous and others, Farm Storage of Soybeans Carries Small
Risk, Illinois Farm Econoit; c
, Number 173, October 19A9, pp. 911-12-13.
for 1948. The margin at the elev tor in 1947 included specul. tive or
fortuitous price gains averaging 4.3 cents per bushel. The 1948 price
gain was 0.7 cents per bushel. Dealers intermediary between the country
elevators and the processors received gross 'argins of 2.0 cents per
bushel.
Processing plants incurred costs averaging 8.1 cents per bushel
from the time soybeans were bought until they were received at the
processing plant. Acquisition coats viried considerably, however, with
large plants paying an average of nearly 10 cents per bushel more than
3mall plants for getting beans to the processing plant after they were
bought. Small plants may have averaged higher returns for soybean pro-
ducts than did larger processing plants. On the other hand, it seems
probable that larger plants had lower costs per bushel for processing
soybean than did the smaller concern. /L
A. H. Hollefson, D. B. Agnev, and C. H. Klerstead, Fats and Oils Branch,
Production and Marketing Administration, Agricultural Inform- tion Bulletin
No. 57, June 1951, entitled "Improved Soybean Marketing Through Farm Storage."
In their summary they point out:
Soybean marketing problems include seasonally depressed soybean
prices, shortages of freight cars, and congestion of handling facilities
at country and terminal elevators at harvest time.
These problems are worsened by cor.cent :tion of the najor part
of united States soybean production in limited areas, the short har-
vesting period with rapid accumulation of soybeans at herve ^t time, and
the large volume of soybean s les by farmers at harvest time.
Increased soybean storage by farmers ordinarily would earn them
extra profits and, especially for on-fan? storage, would help reduce
serious marketing problems.
In 3 of the 4 postwar years, soybean storage paid well. Of the
farmers who stored 1,500 bushels In each crop year from 1946-47 through
1949-50, those who sold the boans ?.t the average December-January price
earned, for the four years, #1,800 rore than they would have received at
harvest time; those who sold at the everje H rch-April-?'ay-June price
reoelved $2,300 extra; and those who anticipated market chanres well
enough to sell within 25 cents a bushel of the seasonal peak price received
/X A. R. Sabin, "Marketing Channels and Margins for Soybeans and Soybean
Products", United States Department of Agrieu ture, Study under Research
and Marketing Act, October 1950, p. ii.
at least $3,000 extra. These figures are not gain in soles value for the
4 years, after paying storage costs.
Soybeans can be stored on farms .;ith suitable facilities at low
cost. Ttal storage costs for 3, 6, and 9 months are, respectively, about
4.. 5, 6, and 7 percent of harvest-time trices; peak soybean prices aver-
aged 2C percent more than harvest prices over a 4 yesr po3t-war period.
Cost differences are snail between storing on farms or at elevators;
each he its advantages. Total farm storage cost, for soybeans valued
at $3 per bushel, ranges from 7.8 to 10.3 cents per bushel for 3 months,
from 9.6 to 12.2 oerts for 6 months, from 11.3 to 14. ^ cents for 9 months,
and from 13. to 15.8 cents for 12 months. Excluding the charge for use
of storage 3pace, farm storage cost ranges fr.-ir 5.6 to 5.7 cents for 3
months, 7.4 to 7.6 cents for 6 months, 9.1 to 9.4. cents for 9 months,
and 10.? to 11.2 cents for 12 months. Charges for handling and for use
of farm storage space, which are unaffected by the level of soybean
prices, range from about 3.5 cents to 6.^ cents por bushel.
Far ors can control the timing of their soybean sales by control-
ling quality in the 3to ed soybeans. Poor c uality at harvest may keep
some farmers from storing their soybeans. Quality deterioration also
increases storage costs.
Maintaining soybean quality during storage means greater rofits
for farmers and increased efficiency in rooessing for crushers and
anufacturers. Maintaining the c uality begins with care in harvesting
and handling, and includes storing clean soybeans (at 12 -.ereent to 13
percent moisture content) in sound storage buildings of weathertight
construction.
To be stored, soybeans with high moisture oontent should be dried
to 12 percent or 13 lercent moisture oontent, using natural or heated
air. Drying should be done at the time of storing or as soon thereafter
as possible. Stored soybeans should be inspected frequently.
Deterioration in stored soybeans can be costly to farmers, con-
sumers, and the entire soybean industry. To farmers it ray mean re-
duced profits because of lower trade and orice discounts, or because
deterioration may make it necessary to sell when soybean prices are low;
it aZso means reduced quantities of soybeans to sell from storage. To
crusher? and refiners deterioration means reduced oil recov ry, increased
operating cost3, and inere- 3ed refining loss. To rtanufacturers of soy-
bean pr-^uets, deterioration means increased difficulties and costs in
making oil and protein products; to consumers, it means higher arices
and lowpr quality products. /\
/l 4* '"• Beliefson and others, "Improved Soybean Ifarketing Through Farm
Storage," united States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Infor-
mation Bulletin Bo. 57, June 1951, p. ii.
D. B. Agnew and C. H. Kierstead, Ff;ts and Oils Branch, Production and
M rketing Administration, united States Department of Agriculture, in a re-
port issued Seats- !er 195% "Cash Costs of Firm Storage in Marketing Soy-
beans" summarized their findings as follows:
There are three principal sources of loons made specifically on
soybeans in storage. They are eommerciaJ banks, production credit as-
sociations, and the Commodity Credit Corporrti n. The organization and
operating .rocedure of erch of the three ored t gencies vsry consider-
ably.
CarefuJ eonsiderat on of the following factors will assist the soy-
bean farmer in choosing the most practical and efficient loan for his
storage operation; need, inouted cost, terms of the loan, marketing
schedule, liability of borrower, insurance requirements, cost of credit,
convenience, person- 1 relati ns, nnd dependability of loan source.
In this study it has been found that the cost of a loan on soy-
beans stored on the farm (terra—six months, on soybeans with a market
value of $2.11 a bushel) varies from 4.2 to 9.1 cents er bushel. The
principal factors causing variations in the cost of a loan are the source,
size of the loan, and the Interest rate.
Host frequent insurance of farm property is against windstorm and
fire, including lightning. A stored crop, such as soybeans can either
be irsured under a separate policy incorporating the most desirable
features for this particular purpose, or under a general policy covering
other personal oroperty and improvements
.
Cost of insurance varies, of course, /ith its coverage and condi-
tions. Whether a soybean grower decided to i sure as heavily as per-
missible or carry all the risk hirself, he will gain by taking common
sense precautions to jrotect the stored crops against physical loss from
these causes. Combined insurance coverage (against loss or damage from
both fire and windstorm) for 75 percent of value on $2 soybeans stored
in a designated buildir.g costs only 1/2 to 3/4 cent per bushel for a
six-month storage period.
Tax co3t per bushel is dependent on the assessed v.-due of the soy-
beans and the tax rate. Asse:3ed value win necessarily vrry with - r-
ket price and assessment practice. Since soybean prices differ between
states and fluctuate during the market ye r, and sir ce the assess, ent
date varies among states, the market price on the assess ent shows con-
siderable variation.
In 11 of the 21 principal soybean oroduc'ng states, property taxes
are not levied against f rm-stored soybeans. Among the other 10 states,
average property tax rate (percent of assessed value) during the 1947-48
crop year was estimated to range from 0.25 ^e^cent to 3.8 percent. As-
sessed value on assessment date, from |3 to $3.95 per bushel. Average
property tax cost was estimated to r nge from 0.9 to U.6 certs perbushel.
Each of the three major oaBh costs c n be avoided to soil© extent.
A f: rmer may be able to obtain a more favor ble insurance rt-te by im-
proving the physical fire jrotection. He ray reduce his risk to a point
where he feels able to carry it without insurance. Taxes on a stored
crop can be avoided in any tix Jurisdiction by sellii g before assess- ent
date. fa
iartin S. Simon, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Report No. 35, fay 1953, makes the following points in
his study "Soybeans, Economic Analysis Relating to Processing" t
This reaort describes or develops certain analyses which can be
used to measure the economic effects of adopting processing methods that
increase yields of soybean oil. Thesr- analyses, summarised in two sets
of ei.uatl ns, were developed larticui arly for use in determining probable
effects of new processing methods upon irices and returns to farmers ani
to the soybean processing industry.
Solvent extraction i3 the most efficient method in current use for
recovering oil fro?:: soybeans. Baaed on averages for the 1947-4C and 1951
crop years, it yielded about 20 percent irore oil per bushel of soybeans
crushed than the screw-press proce33 and about 26 mrcent more than the
hydrnulic-press process. In 1949-50 solvents were used to process, for
the first tiiue, more soybeans than the screu-pre3s
-ethod—56
->ercent
of the total crush as compared to 41 percent. In 1951-52, almost three
ti, e.i :ore soybeans were processed by solvent equipment than by screw-
pressess—74 >oreent of the total crush as compared to 25 -lercent. The
renainder were crushed by hydraulic press . These changes have had im-
portant economic consequences and hence warrant some study.
The first analysis considers the factors that affect prices of fats
and oils, other than butter and lard, used in food products. In an an-
alysis developed, three variables—per capita supply of fats and oils,
other than butter and lard, used in food products, per capita supply of
lard, and personal disposable income—explained 92 percent of the varia-
tion in prices of fats and oil 3, other than butter anr< lnr^, used in food
products for 1922-42 and 1947-51. The average relationships between
prices of theae edible fst3 -.nd oils and each independent fnetor, after
allowing for the effects of other factors included in the analysis, were
«s follows J (1 ) A 1 -vorcent change in the supply of edible fcits and
oils, other than butter and lard, was associated with a change of 1.6
/l D. B. Agnev and others, "Improved Soybean Marketing Through Farm Storage,"
United States Department of Agriculture, A Study Under Resenrch and r-
keting Act, September 1950, p. 1.
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percent in the opposite direction in price; (2) A 1 percent change in
the supply of lard was associated with an opposite change of 1.1 percent
in price; and (3) A 1 percent change in per capita disposable income
was associated with a 1.4 percent change in price in the same direction.
On the average, a 1 pewent change in irices of all fats and oil3,
other than butter and lard, used in food products was associated with a
change of about 1 percent in the same direction in the price of soybean
oil. After allowing for the influence of the general level of wholesale
prices, 79 percent of the variation in prices of soybean oil for 1931-42
and 1947-51 -~'as associated with changes in the total index.
The second analysis considers the eff ct of changes in the value
of products obtained per bushel of soybeans processed on the season-
average farm price of soybeans. Most of the annual variation in the
season-averf.ge jrice received by farmers for soybeans is associated with
changes in the total value of oil and meal obtained per bushel of soy-
beans processed. For the 1931-40 and 194S-50 crop years, the equation
expressing the relationship between the relationship between the par-
ticular variables used in the analysis indicates that the season-average
price received by farmers tends to equal 75 percent of the combined value
of the products obtained oer bushel or soybeans processed, les3 12 cent3.
The analysis is designed to show the normal relationship that preveiled
in the past between these two factors and not to indicate the actual
processing margin. It is recognised that this relationship might change
with the adoption of new processing methods. Apparent changes in the
relationship for the post-World tfr-r II year- are discussed. As a result,
certain modifications may be needed in its application.
The rational behind the development of these equations is based on
an analysis of the way in which the effects of an increase in the yield
of soybean oil are likely to be transmitted. In brief, the following
pattern would be expected.
An increase in the yield of soybean oil is likely to be accompanied
by a decrease in the yield of soybean meal. Soybean oil compotes directly
with other edible fats and oils used as ingredients in the manufacture of
edible fat and oil products, such as nargarine and shortening. Soybean
meal competes directly with other feed concentrates used in livestock
rations, particularly several other protein supplements. A change in the
yield of soybean oil would affect the total supply of competing edible
fats and oils. Other factors associated with the food fats and oils
eeonony may be affected also. A change in the yield of soybean meal would
affect the total supply of protein supplements. In this way, the change
would affect the feed-livestock economy.
Changes in the supply of edible fats and oils and of competing feed
concentrates would cause changes in prices of these products, including
those of soybean oil and meal. However, a given percentage changes in
the supply of soybean oil and soybean meal represents a smaller percentage
change in the larger supply items. Consequently, the effect on prices
of soybean oil and meal of changes in their supply would be less than if
they were considered as commodities with no close substitutes. The changes
11
Id the price and yield of oil and meal would be reflected in the total
value of products obtaii ed <er bushel of soybeans processed. The -irice
received by f rmers for oybeans is closely related to total >rocluct vnlue.
Although changes in the rice of soybeans right affect the percentage of
the crop sold and also production in subsequent crop years, these reTation-
ships, for reasons indicnted, could not be determined statistically.
Apparently, the lower yield of ^al that would be associated with
greater oil renoTrery would not have much effect on the price of meal.
Hence, statistical analysis of this relr.ti unship was not required. In
the 1947-49 and 1951 crop years, the solvent process yielded, on the
average, about 4 percent less meal per bushel of soybeans crushed than
the screw-press process and about 5 percent le^s than the hydraulic-press
process. The ^real obtained by solvent extraction ordinarily contains a
higher percentage of protein and a low-r percentage of oil than do meals
produced by the mechanical processes. /X
Nariar Pahigian, Fat,3 and Oils Branch, Production and Marketing Adminis-
tration, United States Department of Agriculture, "Marketing Study of the
Soil Content of Soybeans as Related to Production Areas and Climate,"
September 1950, sets forth information of value*
This report concerns differences in the oil content of soybeans
grown and marketed in different geographical localities throughout the
major soybean producing areas of the United States. Soybeans of a given
variety grown in different georraphic localities may vary appreciably in
composition. Also, the oil content of commercial soybeans shows wide
geographic variations. These facts have raised the question whether the
differences «.re consistent, or more specifically, whether farmers in
different localities or areas can be expected to produce and market soy-
b ns that are higher in oil content than soybeans from other areas.
Two-year averages for seed yield per acre, percentage of oil content,
and oil yield per acre were computed for 2? soybean .reducing states.
In general, the Northern states a\©raged higher in both seed yield and
oil yield per acre but lower in percentage of oil content than did the
Southern states. The number of acres used for soybean aroduction in the
various states was found to be influenced more by seed yield per acre than
by the percentage of oil oontent or the oil yield per acre.
Analysis of data of the Commodity Credit Corporation, by areas,
reveals that for the given years soybeans produced in southern areas
averaged higher in oil oontent than those grown farther north. A
/\, Martin S. Sliion, "Soybeans, Economic Analysis Relating to Processing,"
United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Rooort No. 35,
May 1953, PP. 4-5.
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consistent increase in oil content of soybeans from north to south was
noted for six areas lying more or le=-s directly on a north and south
line.
Analysis of state averages shows a positive relationship between
oil content and temperature during the growing season which would seen
to indicate that the r-.ore southerly areas could be expected to produce
soybeans with higher oil content than those growr farther north.
Slight regative relationships, which ray or may not be signifleant,
were found for oil content and tota": rainfall during the growing season.
With the effect of rainfall held const,- t, Li >ur ture alone explained
68 percent of the variations in oil content during 1944 and 25 ^rcent
in 1945. The smaller value for 1945 waa probably due to sone extent to
the unfavorable planting season through parts of the North Central states.
Very late planting of soybeans in many coses resulted in crops being
injured by i'ro3t before- Ijarvest. The amount of rainfall provided very
little additional information in explaining oil content over and abovo
that obtained from records of tempe turea. Temperature and rainfall
together explained 68 percent of the variations in dII content in 1944
and 29 percent in 1945. Separate relationships between (1) oil content
and ter.peratures , anrl (2) oil content and rainfall were also sought
within each cause of the faot that within each area soil and cultural
factors v ried much more than te* poritura and rainfall.
Analysis of uniform soybean test data showed a tendency for both
the irotein content of beans and the iodine numbar of the oil to decrease
frou north to south. This is consistent with results of previous studies,
that show protein oontent to have an inverse relationship with oil con-
tent, iodine nuber to vary with latitude. /^
ACREAGE AiCD rHODUCTIOH OF SOYBEANS II) THE UpITED STATES AND KA1ISAS
Soybeans have been cultivated extensively and highly valued as food in
oriental countries since ancient tiir.eg. As long as the year 3^00 3C, soybeans
held an important place in the agricultural econo y of the Chinese people.
Prior to that ti: e in the Far Bast it was highly regarded as a cure for human
f ills. History is not defi lte on the introduction of the soybean to the
United States, however, the first importation of soybeans seeds into the
Narlar Pahiglan, "''.arketing Study of the Oil Content of Soybeans as Re-
lated to rroduction Areas and Climate," United Strtes Department of
Agriculture, A Study Under Renoaroh and Marketing Act, Se^terr.ber 1950,
PP. 1-2.
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U. S. irob^bly were from eastern Asia.
The soybean was first mentioned in our literature in 18^4 as being
"adapted to Pennsylvania," but its culture in the U. S. was United to that
of a rare garden plant until near the end of the nineteenth century, first
use of the soybean centered around the use of the plant and not the seed.
The plant was thought of as a legwne to increase soil fertility and to be
used as a green manure crop and was not harvested as a grain crop. Produc-
tion of soybeans for hay increased during the first quarter of the twentieth
century from 50,000 acres in 1907 to 2,000,^00 acres in 1952.
Soybeans have been grown S3 a grain crop for about the last 25 years.
The many multiple uses of soybeans have lent themselves to continued in-
creased production "with five exceptions since 1925—d e to climatic condi-
tions). Within a period of time of more than 25 years soybean production
had increased from 5 million bushels in 1925 to well over 291 million bushels
in 1952. Since 1940 the U. S. has produced over a hundred million bushels
each yef-r (Fig. 1).
Acres planted for production of soybeans have shown a phenomenal growth
since 19°5. In 1925, 448 thousand acres of soybesJis were harvested while
1,234 million acres were hervested for hay or plowed under. In 1952 the ore-
liminary figures show 14,n75 million acres were hervested for beans and 2,061
million acres harvested for hay and plowed under. Since 1940 the harvested
acres have incre sed from nearly 5 million acres to 14 million acres in 1952.
Soybeans were grown mainly for forage until 1941 when slightly more
than half of the total planted acreage wa3 harvested for beans (Table 1).
Some soybeans were crushed for oil and meal beginning in the early 1920 's
but it was not until 1953 that the quantity processed was larger than that
H^V
925
1930
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955
Fig.
1.
Production
of
soybeans
in
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United
States,
1925-52.
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used for seed and feed. The rroportion of the total acreage harvested for
beans increased most in the lorth Oentml Region. During the last few years
soybeans have been grown almost entirely for harvest as bean3 in the North
Central Region. But forage and green manure has continued to he the main
use in other regions.
The explanation of the rapid rise of soybean production lies partly in
dynamic changes in the technology of production, processing and marketing,
and partly in the develop ent of more favorable derand and price relation-
ships during the war.
Regional and nrtional trends in the production of soybeans ap;iear
to have been limited by clirate, topography, and soils. However, soy-
beans can be grown unrier a wider r nge of climatic conditions than many
crops, provided adapted varieties are available. The firat great con-
tribution of the plant scientists was to select and breed the adapted
varieties.
Topography and the danger of soil erosion appear to constitute
the factors that limit most the location of soybean acreage. For this
reason soybeans for beans r;re concentrated on areas of level land. On
levol land3, soybeans have a beneficial effect on the oil and on suc-
ceeding crop3. This is partly due to the physical effect on the soil
and partly to nitrogen fixation.
Yields of soybeans have almost doubled since 1924 rainly because
of improved varieties and reduced harvesting losses and in spite of the
tre endous expansion in acreage.
The introduction of small combines for harvesting soybeans removed
the chief bottleneck to soybean production under American conditions and
simultaneously reduced the labor involved and lnerecsed the harvested
yields.
During the period of rapid meehanlzati n net returns per acre pro-
bably rose more rapidly from soybeans than from other crops. Host of
this occurred before the wartire expansion, however. During the - ar,
returns per acre increased relatively more from soybeans than from corn,
but the chief reason was the relatively higher price. /X
/l Edwin G. Strand. Soybeans in American Farming, United States Depart: ont
of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 966, November 1948,
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Prior to 1940 the acreage planted to soybeans In Kansas was of very lit-
tle economic importance (Table 2). Since that tire the acreage planted
1 to
soybeans has Increased from v8 thousand acres in 1940 to over 700 thousand
acres in 1952.
The iroduction of beans has increased from 312 thousand bushels in 1940
to over 7 million bushels in 1952 (Pig. 2). This acreage is located in the
eastern third of the state, vith noat of the iroSuction being realized from
southeastern Kansas.
In 1951, Cherokee County lead the state in the production of soybeans
followed by Crawford, Anderson, Fr-mklin, Lyon, Coffey, Osage, Linn, Labette,
and Bourbon in that order (Pig. 3). The production of soybeans has been in-
creasing in such counties as 3allne, Marshall and Cowley.
MONTHLY SALES OP SOYBEANS JiAKraH) IH KANSAS
During what months is the Kansas soybean crop marketed? According to
data compiled by the State Hoard of Agriculture in the 1951 report of the
Kansas State Board of Agriculture, of the 1950-51 crop 77 percent of the
sales were ade during the months of September, Ootober, Novetrber, and
December or during the harvest season. During Octohsr 4.8 percent of the
Kansas soybean crop was marketed (Table 3). During 1951 only 23 percent of
the crop in Kansas remained to be marketed after the first of January.
The sale of a large percentage of the crop during the harvesting sea-
son means that for processors to obtain a crushing supply, it mu3t be pur-
chased during September, October and November. It also pointed out the fact
that soybeans were considered a cash crop by producers in Kansas. Evidently
farm storage facilities were not adequate to store a large portion of the
Kansas crop.
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In Illinois during the 1947 and 1948 crop ab ut 80 percent of all
sojrbe ns bought by country elevators were acquired by the end of December.
Purchr-ses by .rocessors were at a slower rate, but substantially more than
half of all soybeans crushed were bought by the end of the harvest season
y both elevators and processors.
A 3tudy was made of the production and disposition of the 1947 and
1948 crop of soybeans by Illinois farmers and the findings are 3unnarized
here:
Aftor allowing for seed and for an insignificant quantity fed
to livestock, it i3 seen that the bulk of Illinois soyb ans is sold
by farmers to local elevators. From the elevators the crop moves by
rail to terminal storage, or to plants for orocessing, or to export
channels. In the total soybean movement, the s^les by fr.rmerp di-
rectly to processors aggregate about 4 percent. Nearly all of the
beans 3old by farmers are sold to country elevators. Soybeans sold
by farmers directly to terminal elevators and all other outlets are
negligible.
About 18 percent of all beans sold by Illinois farmers are sold
by country elevators directly to rocessors; the remainder reach
processing or export markets after having passed through additional
hands. In many eases small processors are ab?e to obtain all of their
requirements loca ly from farmers or nearby elevators with little or
no buying cost. Large processors on the other hand find it necessary
to establish a rather extensive buying organization to do this; most
of these concerns stated in interviews that this would be rore costly
than buying through intermediary dealers.
lie most important of the intermediary agencies are the interior
carlot dealers and commission concerns. Cnrlot dealers usually take
title to soybeans whereas conmission merchants generally arrange a
transaction between the a^evat r and the buyer. Neither agent takes
physical possession f the beans. As there is no sharp delineation
of functions or operation of these concerns, the exact movement of
3oybeana from elevator to roces3or through these channels is diffi-
cult to ascertain. Prior to the imposition of price control during
World War II interior carlot dealers operated mainly as commission
concerns, but they have shown no tendency to revert to th- 1 status
since price control was removed. These dealers sell on commission
occasionally, however, and eoiimission concerns sometimes take title
to the beans they handle. Interior carlot dealers and commission
concerns together handled 74 oercent of the soybeans from the 1947
and 1948 crops.
24
Grain merchandisers are firms which buy and sell grain ( Including
soybeans) for their own account. Unlike cnrlot dealers they receive,
store, rix, and condition the ,-rain. A small part of the grain handled
by these concerns comes from farmers and country elevators, but their
main sources of supply are interior csrlot dealers and commission com-
panies. Merchandisers also occasionally buy soybeans from processors,
but the volume -van not large during the yeirs studied. These firm3
account for the largest >art of the out-of-date shipr-nt of soybeans
by rail and water trans oortation, ar.d they supply processors w}th a-
about 10 percent of the total crop sold off the farm.
Some soybeans were sold counter to the normal trend of moverrent.
For example, processors sold some of their mrchases lack to interior
cnrlot dealers, merchandising concerns, and commission companies. In
the 2 year period, 4 percent of the soybeans were sold by farmers
direct to processors, 18 ercent went from farm-to-country elevator-
to-processor, 55 percent passed through interior oarlot dealers or
commission concerns between the elevator and the proe»33or, and 10
pereor-t reached tho processor after passing throi'-gh the merchandiser's
hands also. Net out-of-state shipments of soybeans averaged 13 per-
cent of beans sold by farmers for the two seasons. /I
SOTPLT AND UTILIZATION OF SOYBEANS D! THE UNITED STABS
The total supply of soybeans is composed of total stocks beginning
October 1, production during the crop year, and imports. The total supply
during the 1924-25 crop year was five million bushels made up of a pro-
duction of four and nine-tenths million bushels, import-, of 69 thousands
bushels, and a parryover of five thousand. The total supply increased to
107 million bushels in 1941-42. This supply consisted of a oarryover of
69^ thousand bushels, or duction of 1^7 million, and imports of le3s than
500 bushels. The total supply reached an all-time high in the 1950-5" crop
ye-ir when production reached an all-time high of over 3°0 million bushels,
of carryover stocks of three million bushels and imports of toe million
bushels.
/], Sabin, ou, ci£. , p. 4.
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Carryover stocks of soybeans have been very small In comparison to
other grain stocks at the beginning of the crop ye:r. The soybean industry
has never been considered a surplus commodity industry. The largest stocks
on record to date was a carryover of H million bus' els in 19U-45, however,
preliminary estimates indicate a oarryover on October 1, 1953, of 19 mil-
lion bushels which would be a record.
Imoorts of soybeans into the U. 3. were of little consequence. In the
past 15 years, imports have averaged less than two million bushels.
Utilisation of soybeans has Kept )ace .jith production throughout soy-
bean history. Before 1934 less than one-fourth of the soybeans grown in
the United States were used for processing. As markets expanded and pro-
duction increased this proportion became consistently larger, while the
proportions used for feed snd seed became smeller. By 1937 about two-
thirds of the crop was processed and this proportion increased to more than
80 percent during the last few years (Table U). Seed usnges have naturally
increased because of increases in planted acreages. Soybeans fed to live-
stock on farmers where grown have not shown any appreciable chr.nge through-
out the years. Exports in recent yeors have increased to an all-time high
in 1950-51 of 27 1/2 million bushels.
Methods of Processing Soybeans
There are three commercial methods of processing the soybean for its
oil and neal. These methods and the chronological order of the development
of these jrocessing techniques used in the Industry are:
1. The hydraulic
2. The expe'er or screw-press
3. The extraction or solvent
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The ifoArautlc FToce3s . In the earlier yefo-s of the processing industry
the hydraulic method was the only one k own. It had been used extensively
throughout the South in obtaining the oil from cottonseed. This method was
also used in the North and Horthue3t and in some Atlantic Coast plants in
squeezing linseed oil from flax. When soybean oil first began to become an
article of commerce, it was only natural that the hydraulic method—compara-
tively inefficient as it was—should have been turned to in the construction
of the first soybean processing plants. In this processing method the soy-
beans are first heated to high temperatures if they are high in moisture and
then rolled into flakes and cooked. Very high Pressure is then applied to
this cooked mass, with a plunger or ran slowly squeezing the oil from it.
The oil itself runs out on the sides, where it is recovered and pi,>ed into
vats and tanks for ultimate refinement. The residue remaining after the oil
is removed is a hard compact nass, called "oil cake". The cake is then
ground to produce the soybean meal.
The hydraulic method extr cts approximately 8^ pounds of soybean oil
and produces -bout Ofy pounds of meal oer bushel of soybeans and remaining
three 'rounds is wasted in the extraction process.
ecause of the inability of processors to recover as much oil by the
hydraulic method as they can by either of the other two, no new hydraulic
type processing plants have been erected for many yecrs. This method of soy-
bean processing gradually began passing out of usage as plants reached ob-
solescence.
The Kroeller Process . About 1930 a more efficient process of getting the
oil from the soybeans came into general use. This became known as the "screw
press" or "expel ler" method. By this method the oil is renoved from the heated
29
soybean by a continuous pressing process operating n somewhat the sane
principle as an ordinary household food or Mat grinder. The oil is piped off
for filtering to remove impurities before lacing in storage. The residue
remaining after removing the oil by this method is known to the trade as ex-
peller soybean chips; when ground, as expeller soybe-n ceal. Under it sbout
nine pounds of oil and 48 pounds of real are produced ^er bushel of soybeans.
The Extr ction Method . Just as the expeller or serej ores3 supplanted
the hydraulic method, a new technological process is now displacing the ex-
peller technique in separating the oil from the orotein bearing rcaas in the
soybean. It is known as "continuous solvent extraction." It involves both
a chemical and a meehanienl process. As in the other two methods, the soy-
beans are first heated. They are then crushed and flaked. The flakes are
then put into l:;rge vertical tanks filled with organic solvents, such as
petroleum hydracurbons , alcohols, etc. These chemicals have the bility to
eorbine with the oil that is in the flakes. The combined oil and solvent
mixture is then drained out of the large vertical cylinders and distilled.
The solvent liquid is recovered and ^turned to the tanks while the crude
soybean oil is run through a series of filters on its way to storage tanks.
The flakes from which the oil has been removed are relatively high in
protein content. They are sold commercially as soybean flakes or when ground
and toasted, as extracted soybean meal. By this process there is a recovery
from 95 to 95 percent of the oil content in the bean. Using this method ap-
proximately 10 3/4 pounds of oil and 46 l/U pounds of meal are produced from
a bushel of soybeans.
Products from Soybean Processing
The yield from a bushel (6~ pounds) of soybeans processed by screw presses
30
la about nine sounds f oil and £8 pounds of - eal. The meal contains from
40 to 45 percent protein nnd 4.0 to 5.5 percent oil. The average yield from
a bushel of soybeans processed by solvent extraction is bout 10.5 pounds of
oil and 45 pounds of meal. Solvent extr' cted meal contains 43-48 percent
protein and 1.0 percent or less oil.
Crude soybean oil first attained commercial importance in the United
States when large quantities were imported from the Orient to replace f»ts
and oils exported to Europe. Factory production of crude soybean oil has in-
creased 175 times since 1930 to 1951. The U. S. produced approximately two
and one-half billion pounds in 1951 (Table 5). Since 1941, imports of oil
have declined to practically zero, while U. S. production has kept pace with
the increased demands made on soybean oil production. During this period of
increased dem-nd, U. S. exports have inore-ised from five minion pounds in
1930 to a high of 503.7 million pounds in 1951.
Soybean oil has a combination of properties that qualify it as an in-
gredient for a wide variety of manufactures food and industrial products.
Soybean oil which has a low content of free fatty acid, a low refining loss,
and a good flavor and color when carefully refined, was used in the manu-
facture of more than 50 products of human consumption (Table 6). The use of
soybean oil for food was stimulated by the demand for vegetable oils during
Worid War II. Prior to World War II in 1933 only 30 percent of the oil pro-
duced was used for edible products and TO percent was used for non-food pro-
ducts (Table 7). However, since that time a complete switch-o-rer has occurred
until in 1951, 84 percent was used for food purposes and 16 percent for non-
food purposes.
Of the oil used for food purposes, approximately half of it has been used
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Table 6. Soybean Utilization. (ftom U. S . Department of Agriculture
Bulletin No, 2038)
Silage
Forage
. . .
Hay Cat Beer brewing
Fuel* 3oilage Cattle Flakes
Furfural Bog Flour (see Mature
beans)
- Green manure Adhesive materials Fish
' a Greens** Core binder Fur-bearing Grits
i 3
1 Honey plant
Pasture
Bnimals
1
final sifier Pheasant Seasoning powders
a Poultry Sauce
Tobacco*** Fertilizers Quail Sugar
.Substitute Glue Rabbit Milk (see Mature
Plastics Sheep beans)
Swine Vine
•feel ....
Artificial wool
Jandy
landles Fire-fighting foam
1
8
lalking compounds Cooking oil Paper size
lelluloid Dip-coating Textile dressing
3ore oil Margarine later Paint
Disinfectants Mayonnaise Jaterproofing
Electrical insulation Medicinal oil Shipping Dowders
Enamels Salad oil
Food products .... Shortening
Fuel
Glycerin landy
Insecticides 'osmetics
Leather dressing Ihocolate coating
Socoa
Oil ... . lighting finulsifier
Linoleum Gasoline stabilizer
1
Lubricant Leather tanning
i Oilcloth largarine
Paints edicines
Printing ink Textile dyeing
Rubber substitutes Jood preservative
Synthetic resins
Sard
Varnish Liquid
Waterproof for 3oft
cement
Jrfaterproof good3
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Table 6 (concl.)
Baked products
Canned Bee food
Dehydrated Breakfast foods
Fresh Candy
Immature Qulck-frosen Chocolate
beans
. . . Pickled Cattle Diabetic foods
Succotash Pigeons Health foods
_
Poultry Ice-cream cones
Baked Quail Ice-cream jowder
Boiled Sheep Infant foods
_' * l!.secticirte3 (sticker)
''acaroni products
eat products
(extender)
Hoodie products
Milki'er^ ented beans Beverages
Mature
. . , Candied Spreads
beans Salted
Sauce
rk Canned
Condensed
Canned
Dried
Canned Fomented
Sprouts
.
.Fresh Fer ented Fresh
—
Quick- Fresh Srcoked
frozen i ,"pr m
•Roots and coarse stens are used. as fuel in China
, M'inchuria. and Korea.
**In many warts of China the plant 3, when 3 to 4 inches high^ are used
as greens.
***In Manchuria and Korea the le ve J are cured and smoked as tobacco.
Source: 1953 Soybenn Blue Book, American Soybeaii Association, Hudson,
Iowa.
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for shortening—this has been true since 1935. Utilization of soybean oil
for margarine has increased from seven thousand pounds in 1933 to A69 Bil-
lion pounds in 1951 (Table 8). Percentagewise the oil used for food pur-
poses, has increased from less than one-half of one percent to 25.5 percent
in 1951.
Although 70 to 90 percent of the annual consumption of soybean oil in
the United States has been in the food industries since 1935, there has been
a rapid poundage increase in its industrial use (Tnble 8). The paint and
varnish industry consumed the largest amount, 2 to 8 percent (Table 7).
The usage of soybean cil for soap rianufocture has declined to an amount of
very little significance in the total usage of soybean oil.
From every bushel of soybeans about 80 percent of the resultant product
was soybean meal and 20 p rcent crude soybean oil. In the preceding discus-
sion mention was made of the increase in soybean oil production—however,
now that 80 percent of the soybean crop is made into meal, some idea is gained
as to the phenomenal increase in production of soybean meal. Between 1925
and 1938 the domestic production of meal was below a million tons per yenr
(Table 8). Starting in 1938-39 crop year the production of soybean meal
exceeded one million tons and has increased since then to over 5J- million
tons in 1952. The United States was in need of high protein feed in the
20
's and 30's and imported between 12 to 28 thousand tons during this time.
During the 194.0's and 1950's the United States exported soybean meal fro» a
low in 1945-46 of less than a thousand tons to 181,000 tons in 1950-51.
The principal we of soybean meal in the United States was as a livestock
feed (Table 8).
It can be estimated that from 90 to 95 percent of the total doinestic
disappearance has been for thi3 use. Amounts used for feed have increased
i?
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elong with its production from 26 thousand tons in 1924-25 to over 5 «H-
lion tons in 1951-52 (Table 9).
Although research chemists have been studying thn value of soybean real
for industrial purposes, the tonnage thus consumed uas sraall in comparison
with the quantity produced. The tonnage used for food, Industry and other
nonfood usages has ranged from 18 thousand tons in 1934 to 199 thousand tons
in 1946-47 (Table 9).
The use of raeal in the form of flour, grlt3, and flakes for human food
has become important in seTOral European countries, in North America, and
in the Orient. Less than one percent of the production of soybean meal was
used in making soy flour in years preceding World War II. During the war the
nanufacture of flour greatly increased, and the quantity produced in 1943 was
equivalent to about three Jereent of the total soybean crop.
The question has been asked, what has been the trend in usage of soy-
bean Tneal in comparison with other oilseed cake and r»al? This relation is
given in (Table 10 ).
Of the total oilseed cake and neel used for livestock use, the soybean
meal has taken over as tho leader in furnishing high protein feed for live-
stock. As a percent of the total oilseed cake and meal used—soybean neal
now ccranrises between 60 to 65 percent of the total oilseed meals U3ed for
livestock. This xjreentage has gradually increased from five percent of the
total in 1930 to a high of 66 percent in 1950.
SOTBEAH CRUSHIliG CAPACITT
:-Iieronymous made the following statements in his revised Ph.D. thesis:
The first crushing of domestically produced soybeans was at Chicago
Heights, Illinois, in 1921. During the early 1920's several established
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firms processing corn and oil seeds other than soybeans, and some
i'idwest feed anufaoturer -.
,
started processing soybeans. The supply
of raw materials was too short to Insure steady operating. These
early processors took the lead in promoting the culture of soybesna in
the Midwest. It is interesting to note that from the very beginning
the processing capacity has led the production of soybeans. Of the
1924 crop, 3^7,000 bushels were crushed in the United States. During
1933-34- the volume crushed was about three million bushels. Between
1933 and 1939 production increase ' from 13.5 million to 9^ million
bushels while irocos ing volume increased from 3 to 57 million bU3hel3.
The second large increase was in 1942 as a result of the increased war
demand for oils and high protein feeds. Production jumped from 97 mil-
lion bushels in 1940 to 193 million in 1943, at which general volume 1*
see. s to have leveled off. The crush increased from 59 million bushels
in 1940 to 133 Billion !n 1942-43, 153 million in 1944-45, 170 million
in 1946-47, 161 million in 1947-48, and 183 million in 1948-49.
For trie most art the soybean processing industry consists of
plants which crush only soybeans. A fev crush soybeans most of the tire
but notaxclusively. In addition, a large number of mill3, mainly cot-
tonseed crushing plants, handle some soybeans during off seasons. Since
they are of minor importance this latter type of plant is omitted.
By 1937 there were 26 soybean processing plants in the United
States; by 1939 there -.fere 47. By 1939 the industry had begun to take
shape. The leading production area was Illinois} it was also the lead-
ing processing area. The nu ber of plants in the various states ap-
proximates their proportia ate import nee in production. The relative
importance of oi seed crushers not specializing in soybeans had mate-
rially decreased. By 1939 there was a marked tendency for soybeans to
be processed near the point where they were >roduced and for each plant
to have its own supply area. This tendency has continued down to date.
The transportation economics are such that plants are located near their
source of raw materials.
In 1942 there were 79 plants in the United States whose main oper-
ation was the processing of soybeans. They had an estimated capacity
of 106 million bushels per year. By 1944 the capacity had increased
to 173 million bushels in 137 plants, an increase of 61 percent. There
was a further increase of 23 plants in 1945 for a total of 16 with a
capacity of 189 million bushels. In 1948 there were 185 plants with a
capacity of about 200 million bushels.
There la a considerable amount of integration in the soybean pro-
cessing and product industries. Large plants are generally associated
with firms thst are also engaged in either the manufacture of feed or
the refining of oil. Integration tends to follow one of the two major
product lines but not both. In many of the oases it should be considered
that the -irooessing olant is a part of an inte^rrted feed manufacturing
or oil product business because of the nature of the origin of the busi-
ness. Originally oil refineries and manufacturers of food or ducts and
feed manufacturers integrated toward their source of supplies of raw
42
materials, that is, they entored the soybean rocessing field. Pro-
cessing plants should not be considered as subsidiaries or branches of
1 rge firms. They ore, in the nain, najor divisi n3 and operate in-
dependently. Large plants are not irtegroted backward toward soybean
sources.
Integration in small firms is of one pattern and varies only
in degree. They buy raw materials direct from farmers, including in
their operations the grain merchandising functions, or they buy direct
from country elevators. In general, their oil is sold into regular
wholesale channels. Part, and in some case3 all, of the -eal is sold
to retailers and farmers. Most small plants have a considerable "back
door" or retail business. By se ling to retailers they are able to
3611 at a minimum distance from plant.
There are three retho"is by which oil is separated from the re-
mainder of the soybeans (1) the expe ler, or continuous process nsthod;
(2) the solvent extraction method; and (3) the hydraulic-press -lethod.
The hydraulic-
;
.ress method is the least efficient and is so minor that
it en be disregarded here. The expr-ller prooess is the oldest and most
widely used in the United States. About nine pounda of oil and 4S pounds
of meal containing 41 percent protein and 4 percent oil are obtained
from a 60-pound bushel of soybeans. Of mere recent development is the
solvent >rocess. This method yields 11 oonnds of oil and 46 pounds of
no 1 from a 60-pound bushel. Tho real contains 44 percent protein.
The solvent process is the most efficient, yielding two >ounds
more oil and two pounds less weal. Oil, on a pound basis, is the sore
v;J.uable of the two products. There are indie tinns that the average
oil content of soybeans is increasing. This tends to make the advantage
even nore Marked. In recent yesrs, the expansion of the solvent pro-
cess has been at a rapid rate. In 1941, 22 percent of the total pro-
cessing in the United States wa3 by tills mothod; in 1944, 27 oercent;
in 1945, 31 percent; in 1948, about 3& percent; in 1949, 42 percent;
and indications for 195^ are about 50 percent.
The expansion of the solvent jrooess has been largely an addition
to the capacity of the industry. Solvent equipment oannot be sub-
stituted for expe' ler. It requires a new plant. As yet firms do not
see:n to be retiring much expeller eouipnent when the solvent process is
installed.
The solvent process is somewhat more ex-pensive than the expeller.
About twice as large a capital Investment in plant oer bushel of capacity
is required. On tho basis of current building costs and assuming a 20
year life expectancy of plant, the extra capital cost amounts to only
about one-fourth to one-half cent per bushel. There i3 no authoritative
basis for estimating the extra operating cost of the solvent ;roces3.
The best estimate available, which we consider reliable, is abort 3 cents
per bushel. Meal from the solvent roee s is not as desirable as that
from expeller mills. It sells at a discount of about fl per ton. This
is the equivalent of 2 1 cents oer bushel of soybeans. This discount on
o44 percent seal is orobably a temporary henomenon arising out of re-
luctance of feed manufacturers to change their formulas to compensate
for tho lower f t content and from farmer prejudice.
The t^tal cost disadvantage of the solvent process amounts to
about 11 cents ier bU3hel, the advantage is the v: lue of two pound3
of oil. Oi"! would 'ave to sell for 5.5 cents per pound to eomp" otely
eliminate the advantage of the solvent process, a much lower price than
can be reasonably anticipated.
The crushing capacity in all years has seen more capacity to crush
than there have been supplies of soybeans. The growth of the solvent
process has added to the e-oacity and its advantage is -rent enough
that its expansion may be expected to continue. C early, all of the
solvent edacity will be used during the conversion >eriod. The marginal
expel! er capacity may be expected to go out of use as the solvent a
city exoenfls. Forcing the retirement of plants that hr.ve only one use
leads to a situation of intense eomixstition. For the most jr.rt, expel-
ler p1 art N resent sunk capital. They will operate so long as variable
costs can bo realised.
In an industry with a large number of firms it would be expected
that tho least efficient plants would be forced out by the growth of
the solvent process. But soybean processing is an industry with a
snail number of Hxaa. The large firms own both kinds of plants. They
tend to average out the earnings of ei'oh plant. Kaoh fim buys raw
materials and sells products on the basis of avsrage cost rather than
on marginal cost. The aver ge toata >f the large firms tend to be
similar. The result is that large firr.s share the supplies of soy-
beans; the effect of an increasing capacity is to reduce, by a fairly
1 proportion, the volur.e of crush of each firm.
The firms most affected by the expansion of the solvent irocess
are those that have only expeUer equipment. They are i edium-si led
and small firms and they assess cert-in advent- ges enabling them to
compete with the large firms. They buy a part of their requirement
direct from formers, talcing an elevator margin. A large proportion
of their jurchases is delivered to their plants saving an av rage of
about 2 cents per bushel inbound freight cost. They have developed
local outlets for meal, a part of it being 3old at retail with a
standard mark-up of $10 per ton, w' ich amounts to 3-4 cents -er bushel
of soybeans, /i
Crushing capacity of soybean mills has increased faster than produc-
tion, as was pointed out by Hieronymous. The estimated crushing capacity
/l T. A. Hierony ous, making ip Soybeans . Bevised Ph.D. Thesis, Itoiversity
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
ufor the 1951-52 season on a ten month basis was 2SA million bushels—proving
again that the crushing capacity has Increased faster than production—
during that year the production amounted to 282 million bushels, out of which
only 244 million were processed for oil and meal.
Of the estimated industry total of 190 soybean mills, 107 of these
nills were located in Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri,
Kansas, and Nebraska or the central soybean produoing states (table 11).
These eight states hare within their boundaries 85 percent of the crushing
capacity, with Illinois leading with a high of 41 percent of total crush-
ing capacity. Kansas has an estimate three percent of the total crushing
capacity and crushed only two percent of total bushels crushed. It is esti-
mated that Kansas crushes & million bushels of soybeans annually (1951-52).
Actual crushing in Kansas has not exceeded the production in this state, at
least this was true during the 1951-52 crop year.
According to the 1953 Soybean Blue Book published by the American Soy-
bean Association, six mills were located at Emporia, Coffeyville, Fredonia,
Girard, and Wichita. Available statistics on Kansas soybean processors can
be found in Table 12.
PRICES RECEIVED FOR SOYBEANS IN THE UNITED STATES
The price which farmers receive for soybeans in the United States is
determined by several factors, includingj (l) the price users will pay
processors for soybean oil} (2) the price users will pay processors for soy-
bean meal 5 (3) the processing margin, or the amount that processors are abl«
to obtain for their services; and (i) transportation and other handling costs
on beans and products.
The price paid for a bushel of soybeans by processors is determined by
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the supply and demand for soybean oil and meal. A processor will pay within
approximately 30 cents per bushel of .;hat the oil and neal portions are worth
at that time. The 30 cents is considered the ;jroce33ir.g margin taken by
processors in arriving at the price paid for a bushel of soybeans. The pro-
cessor also takes into consideration what he can sell the 1} pounds of oil
and i& pounds of -'eal for, before he - akes a bid.
The general trend in prices 3inee 1934 has shown a gradual price rise
geared to the inflationary pressures, large consumer buying power in the
United States, increases in exports by aid and restriction of world trade
in fats and oils. The period 3ince 1934. ha3 been influenced several tines
by man-made price floors and ceilings. The all-tine record price paid for
a bu.hel of soybeans on the Chicago market was June, 1947 (Table 13). Prices
showed a gradual decline from a high in May of 1925 to a low in the depres-
sion years of 44 cents in December, 1932 (Table 14). Prom that time, the
opening of World Mar II prices moved up and down within a narrow range.
With the beginning of World War II due to factors already discussed, prices
rose in response to war demands. With the ending of hostilities of World
War II until the present, prices have declined some- hat but have kept :>ace
,.ith export demands, increased livestock usage, in response to unprecedented
consumer demand and Inflationary pressures.
A wee ly tabulation of price for Ho. 2 yellow soybeans on the Kansas
City market as published by the "Kansas City Grain Market Heview" was used
to reflect prices applicable to Southeast Kansas (Table 15).
The availability of cost quotations representative to Kansas proved to
be the gre test limitation in this study. Since the issuance of cash quo-
tations by the Grain Market Review beginning in April of 1949, a short sriee
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aeries vas obtained.
SEASONAL MOVEMENT OF SOIBSAHS IN THE UNITED STATES
The production of farm products are seasonal In nature. Harvesting of
cereal grains and oilseeds such as soybeans are harvested In a relatively
short tine. Soybeans as previously mentioned are harvested during the months
of October and November. The major portion of the production is marketed by
the first of January. The consumer of the many products of soybeans desire
a steady supply throughout the year. The soybean processor is the one vho
has to purchase the beans during harvest and store and process the bean, as
the consumer needs are expressed. For a commodity such as soybeans consump-
tion must be Hatched with production and this is brought about by storage
and by adjustments and consumption which takes place a3 a result of seasonal
changes in price.
A study of the seasonal movement of soybean prices are of value to the
producer because these indexes can be useful in determining the best time of
the year to market soybenns. /I Of course, the farmer should take into con-
sideration the storage cost and the expected higher price and determine
whether it will profit him to store for later marketing. This seasonal in-
dex should also be of value to the soybean processor along with a future de-
termination of prices in order to determine whether to hedge or carry an
open position.
The index of average seasonal variation of prices received by farmers
/i A seasonal movement of prices refers to a time series which have varia-
tions which repeat the-- selves with remarkable similarity at regular
intervals.
53
for soybeans in the United States from 1925 to 1953 inclusive showed a wide
range of variation (Pig. A). The index of variation reaohed its low of 89.7
during the month of October and then rose gradually (with the exception of
January to February to a high of 109.3 in June. The variation between the
high and the low months was 19.6 points. A general statement can be made on
the increase in price from October to June—remembering this is an average
seasonal price—it can be said that pice3 on the average increased 15 1/3
cents from October to June. It was determined in -revious review of litera-
ture that the cost of farm storage averaged 6 1/2 oercent of the October
price—on an average this would amount to 10 l/A cents for seven months.
On the average, farm storage of soybeans has paid the producer 9 cents
after deduction for storage charges.
The second aspect of short time price changes, namely i ?dex of irregu-
larity or the extent to which individual oases failed to reflect this average
pattern are numerous in this study. Like most agricultural commodities,
soybean prices exhibit erratic and unpredictable price movements. A
An actual count of the number of increases and decreases from
the preceding month was also taken to give an indication of the proba-
bility of an underlying seasonal movement at that period of the year.
A count of the number of times a month was up from the preceding month
showed in general that during the first six months of the year, the
number of times the price was up was greater in number than the times
down from the preceding month. January orices showed that 22 tines out
of 25 years, January was igher than December (Table 16). The latter
/i Index of irregularity is the average deviation of the percentages of
trend for particular months about the value of the index of average
seasonal variation for that month. A band of the size of the index on
either side of the index of average seasonal variation includes approxi-
mately 60 percent of the individual years comprising the average. A
narrowing of the band indicates a greater conformity to the average
seasonal pattern.
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six months of the year shoved a predominance of times down from pre-
ceding months. Twenty-four out of 27 years the August orice was lower
than the July price, fa
An actual count was also taken of the number of tiTre3 a particular
month was high or low for the year (Table 16). During the period 1925-52,
ten months out of the year rated at least one high—April and October were
the only months not showing a high month. Fifteen of the 29 times the high
mor,th3 were found to be May, June, July, and August. Months rating the
high distribution for the period were December and July.
Tines a particular month was low for the year also lends some help in
interpreting the seasonal variation in prices. Of interest is the fact that
the months of April, May, June, and July did not rate as low months for the
period studied. Twenty-seven tir«s out of 33 years the low months were
October, November, December, and Janunry.
An index of average seasonal variation of prices was calculated for
the period of 1947-52 inclusive (Fig. 5), in hopes this index would give
some information of a current nature to be of value.
The indexes varied from a low of 88.6 in October to a high of 109.4
in June, or 20.8 points. This index also showed a minor low in February
which perhaps was the result of a severe drop off in prices during that
month in 1948 and 1949.
SEASONAL MOVEMENT OF SOYBEAN PRICES IN KANSAS
The average seasonal variation of prices received by farmers for soy-
beans in Kansas followed a pattern similar to that of the United States.
/l Ewaaiuk, W. J., unpublished Master's thesis, "Soybeans in Kansas," Kansas
State College, Manhattan, Kansas.

Of the period, 1925 to 1952 inclusive, the index showed a wide range of
variation from a low in October of 38.3 to a high in June of 112.4 or 23.6
points (Fig. 6). The seasonal index also showed a minor low of 94.6 ocouring
in March. A general statement can be made as to the storing of soybeans on
Kansas farms and the profitability of holding until June. On the average,
it is expected that the price increase from October until June would amount
to 39 cents , Us ing an exai^ e similar to the one used for prices received by
faraers in U. S., the regard for marketing soybeans in June rather than Octo-
ber would have been 28 1/2 cents after deduction of storage costs in Kansas.
Befere; ce is made to the index of irregularity which shows a variation
of 6.2 to 10.6 (Table 17). This indicates that the band on either side of
the seasonal index indicates non-conformity to the seasonal pattern. The
actual count of the number of times a ^articular month was high or low for
the year revealed June and July were high months the greater number of times.
This count also revealed that the months of October, November, December, and
January represented the greatest number of low months. This count pointed
out that the months of May, June, July, August have been the low months
only 3 times out of 53 low years. The months of May and August were not
low for any ye-r. The month of October was never the high month for the
period studied. June and July were high 23 out of a possible 53 times.
Aa a measure of the conformity of actual price to the seasonal index,
a count as to how many times a oert- in month was higher or lower than the
preceding month was made. The months of January, February, March, April,
May, and June showed a greater number of ups than downs from the preceding
month. The last sir months conformed to the seasonal index showing a greater
number of tLiies the particular month was down from the preceding month.
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To get a rcore representative picture of conditions more current to the
actual situation the index of seasonal variation of prices received by farmers
in Kansas was calculated for the period 1947-52 (fig. 7). This seasonal var-
iation of prices exhibited the same pattern characteristics as the previous
seasonals. The range of deviation from high to low was 23.4 points. In
comparing the range of the seasonal for the period 1925-52 and the seasonal
for 1947-52, it was noted that the range was much narrower during the lat-
ter period indicating a flattening out of the seasonal variation.
The index of irregularity again was very wide indicating erratic and
unpredictable price fluctuations.
SEASONAL MOVEMENT OF SOTBEAN fffiAL PRICES IN T!!E TOUTED STATES
Monthly tabulation of average price per ton for soybean meal, bagged,
in carlots, 41 percent protein, at Chicago by months, 1930-52 was tabulated
for studying the seasonal movement of prices (Table 18). in index of average
seasonal variation of prices of soybean meal in the united States was calcu-
lated for the years of 1936-52 inolusive. The index showed very little indi-
cation of a pronounced seasonal, such as the soybean index exhibited. The
range in variation was from a low in April of 96.7 to a high of 105.3 in
Aupust—or a range of 8.6 points. It was also noted that this seasonal index
of the price of soybean meal exhibited two lows, April and October (Fig. 8).
The more steady demand for soybean meal throughout the season and
the addition of marketing margins to the final product tended to dampen
the possibility of the reflection of the seasonal price variation of
soybeans in the soybean meal market. /\
/I Ewasiuk, o£. clt .
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During ths first six months of the year very little price variation
is noted. The last sir months of the year with the exception of October
show a somewhat higher level of prices.
An actual count of the number of times a certain month was high or low
for the period proved to be of very little value (Table 19). The last six
months of the year exhibited a greater number of high months, which is in
conformity with the seasonal. The low month of the year could be found in
all of the months. The count of preceding m nths higher or lower clouded
the picture more than ever. /X
An index of average seasonal variation of soybean meal prices was
calculated for the period 1947-52. The seasonal movement observed vrs much
greater than for the 17-yeor period. The range of deviation was from a low
of 92.4 in January to a high of 110.1 in July or 17.7 points (Fig. 9).
SEASONAL MOWENT OF SOYBEAN OIL PRICES Di THE UNITED STATES
A monthly tabulation of average priee per pound in tank cars at Mid-
western mills 193^-52 was prepared (Table 20). The seasonal movement of
soybean oil prices did not reflect the wide range of variation as did soy-
beans. The seasonal movement of oil prices moved within a range of 8.8
points from a low of 95.6 in July to a high of 104.4 in March (Fig. 10).
The movement of the soybean oil seasonal is within a narrow ranpe with an in-
dex of irregularity of 7.4 or very similar to the ranee of the seasonal. Two
lows will be observed by inspecting the seasonal—which indicates that July
is
.9 points lower than October. The seasonal movement indicates that the
/l Where two months were equal in price both were counted.
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months of December, January, February, March, April, and May are to be found
above the base line while the remaining sir months are below. In general,
the seasonal reflects a gradual decline in price from March to October and
small inoreases in price from October until March.
Of particular Interest in the calculation of the soybean oil seasonal
was the low index of irregularity in October of 3.6. It has been pointed out
in other writings thet the reason for this low index was the reflection of
the heavy marketings of soybeans during that month. /\ The shaded area de-
picting the index of irregularity did not move away from the base line re-
presented by 190 on the figure. This observation means that while there was
a seasonal trend there was little expectation that it could be realised in
a particular year. The actual count of soybean oil prices of tinea high or
low for the year or number of times up or down from the preceding year sub-
stantiated this conclusion (Table 2l).
The index of average seasonal variation of soybean oil was calculated
for the year3 of 1947-52 to express current conditions (Tig. 11). The range
of this index was from a low of 89.6 in July to a high of 1~6.? in December.
The seasonal index again produced two lows, July and October. As found in
the 1936-52 index, the index of irregularity was wide indicating the im-
possibility of making a general statement as to the seasonal movement of
soybean oil prices.
ifhen a comparison of the index of the seasonal price variation of soybean
meal and soybean oil was made, an almost perfect inverse relationship ex-
isted (Tig. 12). /g
/I B.'asiuk, o£. cit .
/2 Euaiuk, o£. cit.
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The price users have paid for soybean oil and soybean meal and have
both contributed to the establishment of the market value of the soybean.
When Fig. 12 was examined it appeared that a declining price f one of the
Joint produots, which would have tended to lower the prices of the soybean,
was offset by an increasing price of the other joint product.
FOTUHES TRADINO
hedging nay be defined as the practice of offsetting one risk of prie*
change by assuming an additional risk, equal in size and opposite in the ex-
pectation of gain or loss. Futures tra'ing is not a fool-proof method of
operating with complete inmunity to price changes. Hedging is not the direct
transfer of risks, but rnther the assumption of additional risks.
A typical hedge against a price deoline by a wheat miller in antici-
pation of a price decline will serve to illustrate the hedging mechanisation.
The miller to protect hi self egainst a price decline on purchased cash wheat
can hedge his purchases by celling a futures contract on a like amount of
wheat. A typical hedging transaction covering this situation follows J
In the CASH market : In the FUTURES market
On
September 1st
He BOYS Be SELLS
5,000 bushels of wheat 5,000 bushels of December
shipped from country whent futures at $2.00
elevator at $2.^0 per per bushel.
bushel.
On
October 20th
He SELLS He BOYS
flour based on wheat 5,000 bushels of December
equivalent of 5,000 wheat futures at $1.35
bushels priced at #1.85 per bushel.
per bushel
.
For a loss of 15 cents For a gain of 15 cents
per bushel. per bushel.
This wheat miller has purchased 5,000 bushels of whef.t from a farmer or
grain firm, and along with this purchase he assumes the risk that the price
will decline before the flour can be mi] led and sold. However, the miller
did not wish to assure this risk—so through the seohanlcs of a commodity
exchange he contracts to deliver and sell 5,000 bushels of wheat Kt a future
date. In the cash market, should the price decline so that the flour equiva-
lent sells for 15 cents less than it cost, the miller has lost noney on this
side of the transaction. However, in the futures market if the price has
moved in a similar direction a gain of 15 cents is realized. If the prices
of cash wheat of a speoifio quality in the country and futures uheftt of con-
tract grade change in the 3ame direction, gains resulting from price increase
will be exactly offset by losses. This is considered to be a perfect "hedge."
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A typical hed e against a price decline would be the esse of a miller
who forward sells flour and feed—thus to Protect himself against a price
advance by buying in the futures market. A typical illustration of the
transaction is as follows
«
In the CASH market s In the FUTURES market
On
September 1
He 8E.L3 He BUTS
flour based on wheat
equivalent of 5, 00
bushels priced at $2.^0
per bushel.
5,000 bU3hel3 of December
wheat futures at $2,00
per bushel.
On
October 20
He BUYS He SELLS
5,0C0 bushels of wheat
shipped froc country
elevator at $2.15 per
bushel.
5,000 bushels of December
wheat futures at $2.15
per bushel.
For a loss of 15 cents For a profit of 15 cents
per bushel. per bushel.
In the previous illustrations the actual ownership does not change hands
but the effective ownership does. The price change risk is shifted from the
miller to the person who makes the agreement to buy or sell as the case may be.
The person taking the opposite end nay be a speculator or another hedger.
However, it i3 sore likely that the person taking the opposite end of the
transaction will be the speculator because hedgers ore likely to be more often
"short" than "long" in the futures market.
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A speculator is one who buys a futures contract with the expectation
of selling it later at a higher prioe or just the opposite—sell3 a contract
for future delivery expecting the orice to decline and buys the contract back
at a lower price. The speculator who assumes the risk by reason of his own
point of view as to future expectations and his knowledge of the market is
the one making the futures market liquid. The speculator is a very neces-
sary part of the futures market.
The basic need for hedging arises from the necessity that someone owns
the various commodities while they are in progress through the marketing
system. Commodities are produced seasonally and the greater percentage of
the production is marketed during the harvest season. This risk element
enters the marketing system because someone owns these commodities until
consumers are willing and able to buy. The consumer wants a ready suoply
throughout the year and the processor of this commodity must stand ready
to fill these demands and likewise assume the risk of ownership of large
inventories.
Futures trading is defined as the buying and selling of grain for future
delivery and are called "futures delivery contracts". A grain futures con-
tract is an agreement between two people—one agrees to sell and deliver and
the other one agrees to buy and receive, (l) a certain kind and quantity of
grain, (2) to be delivered during a specified delivery month, (3) at a speci-
fied price, and (A) under the terms of the rules and regulations of the
exohange.
The force tending to hold cash and futures prices together is the de-
liverable character of the futures contract. A futures contract may be set-
tled by making an offsetting contract of comparaUe size or making or taking
delivery. It is this deliverable character of the futures contract that
tends to cause cash and futures prices to raove together.
Forces causing differences between cash and futures prices are as fol-
lows: (l) quality and convenience differences, (2) grade differences, (3)
ordinary carrying charge, and (4) risk premiums for carrying deferred de-
liveries.
Hieronymous in his revised Ph.D. thesis set out the orlteria for an
optimum risk shifting systems (1) a marketing system for risk shifting must
reach the market—it must reach the hands of those persons or firms who will
carry them for the smallest risk premiums, (2) a marketing system for risk
must also serve as a means for reducing risks, (3) a satisfactory risk-
shifting system must provide stable and predictable differences between the
prices of commodities for delivery at different times, (4.) prices must not
be susceptible to manipulation or influenced by technical conditions, (5)
volume of trading must be large enough to permit the instantaneous execution
of hedges, and (6) the volume of trading must be great enough that the placing
of no one hedge can materially influence prices. f\
The next phase of this study will endeavor to search out by various means
the third criterion for a risk shifting system, An examination will be cade
as to whether there has been a stable and predictable difference between the
prices of commodities for delivery at different tfc-es. The price spread be-
tween cash and various futures prices will be charted to determine if there is
a change in the basis throughout the term of the contract and the amount of the
change.
/i Hieronymous, op.cit. p.
RELATIONSHIP BET ESN CASH SOYBEANS AND THE CHICAGO SOYBEAN FUTURES
An examination was made of the futures rice series from 1948-49
through 1952-53. It was felt that this neriod wou'd reflect more accur-
ately the price movement of futures and cash, A longer series was not used
because trading in futures contracts were suspended as of February 19, 1943,
and trading was not resumed until July 7, 1947. The oeriod prior to this
time would be of little value to this study because of the relatively email
volume of trading in soybeans on the Chicago -narket. The volume of trading
on the Chioago market has increased from lj- billion bushels in 1948-49 to
nearly 3 billion bushels in 1951-52,
The cash ;rice series used in this relationship study were obtained
from the "Kansas City Grain Market Review". Tabulations from this source
were obtained from this oublioation starting on April 4, 1949, and continued
weekly through 1953 to date. This price series wa3 believed to represent a
more precise picture of the value of soybeans in this area. Illinois track
country station bids were used prior to the publication of price quotations
by the "Kansas City Grain Market Review",
The trading months of January, May, July, and November were used in
making the relationship studies. The weekly Saturday high price quotations
were used for reasons to be given in another section. In some cases, Friday
high quotations were substituted in o!?se of no market on the Saturday date.
Figures 11 through 33 present in graphic form the price movement and
the net differences between Kansas City No. 2 yellow soybeans and the Chioago
futures prices, weekly Saturday high for the contract month under examination.
An examination of the price movements reveal that there is no stable and
predictable basis movement. Rather it is a situation of wide spreads at
various times throughout the year—narrowing at certain times and even cross-
ing from one to eight ti^es. There is no pattern as to the size of the
spreads or when the cash and futures cross.
Conclusions—Cash-Futures S -ybecn Belationships
The drawing of conclusions as to the desirability of using futures
soybeans as a hedging commodity to offset the uncertainty of future prices
of cash soybeans, we must recall our criteria for judging the usability of
this practice. There must be a stable and predictable basis or spread be-
tween the cash and futures market.
In reviewing the price spreads and the actual price spreads or net
differences for the period 1949-53, it can be pointed out that inconsis-
tencies have been too great to prove of value. The oredietability of the
spread cannot be forecast with any degree of accuracy.
The futures-cash relationships of 1952-53 do lend some hope of using
futures soybeans as a hedging commodity. The futures relationships during
1952-53 did not cross a ter October and the net differences were more stable
than any of the other series examined.
Cash and Futures Soybean Relationships, 1949-50
In examining the price movement of cash and futures soybeans for the
year 1949-50, only the May, July, and November contraots were plotted. The
!'ay future cash relationship reveals that there was a very narrow spread be-
tween the two price series (Fig. 23). Both the cash and futures prices ad-
vance from the opening of the eontraot until it olosed. By actual count the
two orico series cross four times, however, there is a correlation of /.98
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indicating that the two aeries were cloaely associated. The actual price
spread or net differences between the two series (Using cash soybeans as a
base) varied from a / 21 to a - U cents per bushel (Fig. 24).
The July futures cash relationship showed a similar positive correlation
of /.88 which indicates the two series were closely associated (Fig. 30).
The two series moved along with a narrow spread end crossed only once during
the duration of the contract. Again the two price series advanced from the
opening in November until its closing in July. The actual price spread or
net differences throughout the contract varied inconsistently from / 18i- to
- 13 cents per bushel (Fig. 31).
The futures cash spread for the November future portrays e very wide
and violent price movement by both cash and futures (Fig. 34). The coef-
ficient of correlation, an Indication of the association of the two series,
indicated a / ,50 or only a fair association between the aeries. The cash-
future relationship indicated a wide spread at beginning of the contract and
a narrowing of the spread at its close. The actual price spread or net dif-
ferences varied from a - 82 to / 16 cents per bushel (Fig. 35).
In appraising the possibilities of hedging the purchase of cash soy-
beans in the Chicago soybean futures market, it appears that from the in-
spection of the price spread and net differences diurlng 1949-50 it would have
been impossible to eliminate uncertainty by hedging in soybeans.
Cash and Futures Soybean Relationships, 1950-51
In reviewing the movement or the basis change of cash and futures soy-
beans for 1950-51, four of the dominant futures were plotted. The January,
Hay, July, and November futures were graphed and net differences determined
8a
to portray the possibilities of executing a near perfect hedge.
The January future cash relationship opened with a very wide spread of
60 cents per bushel in April and closed out with a net difference of three
oents in January (Fig, 16), By inspection it is noted that the two price
series crossed in September and that both price series generally advanced
from the beginning of the contract until its close. Note also the price
decline during the harvest Period indicating the seasonality of soybean
prioe movement. The actual price spread or net difference (using cash soy-
beans .s a base) virles from a - 82 to / 18 cents per bushel (Fig. 17).
The coefficient of correlation of the two price series bears out the incon-
sistency of the prioe movement. The correlation was / .'"7 indicating the
two series were not closely associated.
The plotting of the May future-cash relationship for this year showed
the prioe spread between the two series followed each other very closely.
The coefficient of correlation of / .92 indicates a close association betueen
the series. In examining the plot for the criteria outlined for a perfect
hedge, it Is noted that the two prioe series cross twice throughout the con-
tract. The basis is unstable and unpredictable (Fig. 21), The actual price
spre d or net difference between the two series varies from -42 cents to a
low of three oents per bushel. It will also be noted that price ceilings
were Imposed on this commodity at the end of the contract.
The July futures-cash relationship for this year was influenced by
price ceilings and perhaps did not present the true ploture had price ceil-
ings not been imposed. The coefficient of correlation was / .97 indicating
a very close association of the two series perhaps due partly to price ceil-
ings (Fig. 28). The two series cross three times within duration of the
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contract. The actual spread or not differences vary from / 15 3A to -
12 3/4 cents per bushel (Fig. 29),
The November futures-cash relationship shows a very wide spread at the
beginning of the contract and a gradual narrowinf of the spread at its close
(Fig. 32). Again this plot shows the pegging of price ceilings on the cash
commodity and perhaps does not present a clear pieture. The actual price
sprecid or net differences again indicate the instability and unpredictable
of the future-cash relationship, (Fig. 33).
Cash and Future Soybean Relationships, 1951-52
In inspecting the relationship between the cash and futures soybean
price spread and actual differences for 1951-5?, the dominant futures months
of January, Hay, and July were slotted.
The January futures-cash relationship was plotted, showing again the
effect of price ceilings
—
perhaps the association of cash and futures prices
are distorted for the period of March through May. The price spread between
the two price series opened at a wide spread and eventually narrowed to a
spread of six oents (Fig. 15). Within the duration of the January contrast
the two price series cross five tines indicating a very poor basis on whioh
to hedge. The coefficient of correlation of / .A9 of the two series indicetes
an association of prloe "loveioents. The actual price spread or net differences
between oash and futures prices reveals a variation of differences between
- 49 and / 9 (Fig. 17).
The May future-cash relationship on inspection showed that this series
cross eight times within the duration of the contract (Fig. 20). The two
price series moved with J n a narrow range, however, it was difficult to determine
Just when a plus op minus net difference ap *ared. This is a good exarapls
of a vary poor basis between cash and futures on whleh to badge, although
the coefficient of correlation proved to be 4 .64. Th« «•* differences
Tarled from - 22 to / 12 cents per bushel (Fig. 22).
The relationship between the July futures-cash jrles aeries—again
presented a raover-ent similar to the May future. The onsh and futures prios
spread was narrow and moved within a narrow range. The two saries crossed
two tines during the trading In July futures, in foot the two series roved
within such a narrow range that the ooefflolent of correlation of / .92
indicated a high degree of association betvaen the two price series. The
actual price spread or net differences again ore :ented an inconsistent pic-
ture as to the basis which should be stable throughout the contract in order
to be of ralue for hedging purposes. The net differences varied from / 16
to -12 3/4 <*nts P« bushel (Fig. 29).
Oeah and Futures Soybean Helationshipe, 1952-5"*
The 1952-53 cash-future relationship* were plotted in order to bring
the picture up to date. The future contracts of January, Hay, and July
were plotted for this pur;«jse. At last some confidence can bo plnoed in the
poesibilltiee of using the soybean futures for hedging, in inspection of
these three futures revealed that the cash and futures prices haVB moved
along together, although there are inconsistencies in the net differences.
It must be re'nembered this relationship is only one among many whloh slyjws
stability. Whether this relationship Is a happenstance or whether the
futures rasrket is at last moving In a similar direction, only time will tell.
The January future-oash relationship revealed that the two prloe serlee
did eros3, however, it ia noted that the basis between the two, after the
last week in September, do move along together (Fig. 13). This relationship
is of value to the soybean processor because he hedges his purchases after
Ootober 1. The spread between the two series vary from a ^ 10 to / 20 oenta
per bushel (Fig. 14).
The May future-oash relationship exhibited • spread very similar to the
January future. The price spread did not cross after the last week in
September (Fig. 18). The future price series remained above the cash by
an mount which offered some hedging possibilities. The actual price spread
or net differences after the first of Ootober varied from / 7 to / 25 (Fig. 21).
The July future-cash relationship revealed the best possibilities for
successful hedging. The futures price series remained above the cash through-
out the duration of the contract (Fig. 25). It was also noted that the >rioe
series did not cross at anytime from September until the close in July. The
actual price spread or net differences did show inconsistencies but not as
variable as the other comparisons. The net differences all showed a plus
net difference varying from / 2£ to / 23 (Fig. 26).
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CASH SOYBEANS AND CHICAGO FUTURE CORN
It has bean suggested that futures com, Chicago, might be expected to
provide a narket in which to hedge the purchase of cash soybeans. Many
authors have expressed the view that soybeans and corn oom;?ete for acreage
In the soybean area. It is also assumed that the feed supply, of which corn
is a major orop, has an affect on the price received for soybeans. Jordan
points out that the relation between the price of corn and the prio. of sup-
plements also affeot the feeder's willingness to buy supplements—which in
turn has an affeot on soybean prices.
It is not illogical to assume that corn and soybean price series might
more with a stable and prediotable spread or basis. In this relationship
study cash prices as tabulated from the "Kansis City Grain Market Review"
were used for the weekly cash priee. The May and July futures contracts
for Chicago corn nublished by the same publication was used in plotting the
corn futures for the years of 1949-52.
The price spread or net differences (using cash soybeans as a base)
were plotted for the relationship study of cash soybeans and May futures
oorn 1951-52. The price spread or basis between series was very wide. The
price movement of futures oorn wae very smooth tending to advance by an amount
equal to the carrying charge. Cash soybeans exhibited a violent price fluc-
tuation in comparison to futures oorn (Pig. 36). The two prioe series appear
to move together, however, a correlation coefficient of / .44. was -btained
indicating that the two prioe series were not too olosely associated. The
actual price spread between the two series varies from a - 38 to - 128 cents
per bushel (Fig. 37). The spread between cash soybeans and futures com for
1950-51 was wide with the oash soybeans showing irregular fluctuations in
110
comparison to corn (Fig. 3S). The corral tion coefficient between these
two series was / .24 indicating the price sories wore more closely associated
than were the previous comparison; however, the net differences varied from
- 64 to - 163 cents per bushel (Fig. 39).
The association of the two price series in 1949-50 indioated a wide
and varying spread (Fig. 40). The actual arice spread or net differences
again proved the inadequacy of futures com as a hedging nedium (Fig. 41).
The plotting of the July futures corn and cash soybeans for 1949-52
indicated the inadequacy of futures corn, Chioago, as a hedging nedium
(Figs. 42, 44, and 46). The net differences although all minus showed mauy
inconsistencies so as to render thi3 hedging procedure unuseable (Figs. 43»
45, and 47).
Using the criteria of a stable and predictable basis or spread betwoen
fttturss corn and oash soybeans, the study reveals that it will be impossible
to hedge with any degree of certainty in the Chicago corn futures.
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RELATIONSHIP j STWEEh SPOT SOYBEAN OIL ADD VS.! YORK SOYBEAH OIL FUTURES
A relationship study between spot soybean oil and futures oil prices
were plotted in on effort to suggest perhaps the hedging of the oil pro-
duction of a processing plant in the soybean oil futures. The same criteria,
the stability and the predictability of the besis and spread, as was used in
judging the value of the futures soybean and corn, was used in judging the
possibilities of hedging the oil production in oil futures.
The tabulation for the price per pound of soybean oil, crude, Decatur,
and immediate, Saturday high, was obtained from the commodity pages of the
"Wall Street Journal". The tabulations for the May and July future soybean
oil quotations, New York, (Friday high) was secured from the Memphis Mer-
chants Exchange Clearing Association. The quotations which are oompared in
this part of the study are end-of-the-*jeek quotations. It is believed that
the comparison or relationship studied will be valid and will reflect the
stability of the price spread.
An inspection of the graphs reveals a very close association between
the spot and futures oil prices. The two price series move in the sane
general pattern. The spread between spot and futures oil prices is very
narrow.
In inspecting of the May futures-spot oil price spreads for the period
1950-51 and 1951-52 shows a close association between the two price series
(Fig. 48). The two price series cross once within duration of the contract.
The spread between the series is very narrow, however, an inspection of the
actual orice spread or net differences exhibits a variation of - 3i to / 3£
cents per pound (Fig. 49). If the variations were multiplied by about ten
124
to place them on a bushel of soybeans basis, it becomes quite apparent that
there was considerable probability of large losses by hedging in the oil
market.
By examining a similar comparison for the May 1950-51 future-spot oil
price relationship, an analogous situation was found as to price spreads and
differences. The -overrent of the two price scries was not as regular and
smooth as the previous spread, yet the plot reveals a close association be-
tween the prices (Fig. 50). The plot also exhibits a wider spread through-
out the duration of the eontr-ct vith the exception of the period during
which price ceilings were imposed. The actual price 3presd or net dif-
ferences showed a wide variation of - 41- to / 2 cents per pound (Fig. 51).
The July futures-spot soybean oi] relationships were also studied for
the contract years of 1950-51 and 1951-53. The two price series showed
evidence of moving along very closely together. If a coefficient of cor-
relation were obtained for these two series, it is quite evident that a high
positive correlation would be obtained (Fig. 52). The actual price spreads
or differences present a dlffsrer.t story—the basis changes from a - 1 to
/ 2 cents per pound (Fig. 53).
The July future-spot soybean oil price relationships for 1950-51 re-
vealed the sane set of conditions as reviewed in other plots of this series.
The general movement of the two prices was closely associated, however,
the two series did cross (Fig. 54). The actual price spread or net dif-
ferences betveen the two series exhibit a variation of - 3 to / li cents
par pound (Fig. 55).
These few simple price comparisons between futures-spot soybean oil
prloes indicate that perfection has not been reached as to stability and
125
predict' bility of the basia. It la true that the two series move in the sane
general direction but not by equal amount. After reviewing these plots it
seems highly impossible for a processing firm to successfully hedge the oil
equivalent of soybeans in the oil futures market.
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BE ATIOKSKIP BETWEEN IMMEDIATE SOYBEAN MEAL AND :EMPHIS FUTURES SOYBEAN MEAL
Soybean 7eal, a Joint product of the soybean, represents about 80 per-
oent of the production from a bushel of soybeans. On a per pound basis the
oil is worth more than the eal; however, from a bushel of soybeans, 50 pounds
of real and 9 pounds of oil are the end product. With weal selling at |60 per
ton, the 50 pounds of meal is valued at $1.50 and oil at 10 cents per pound
for 9 pounds is valued at 90 cents. The soybean processor is vitally inter-
ested in the relationship of cash and futures soybean meal. The processor
needs a market that is fluid enough that it will follow the value of oil and
meal produced from the soybeans.
In the examination of this relationship, the cash prices of soybean oil
meal were obtained from the "Uall Street Journal". The futures prices were
tabulated from the market quotations of the Memphis Merchants Exchange Clear-
ing Association. The tabulation of both price series was obtained weekly
and the Saturday high quotation was used.
The same criteria was used for Judging the data assembled. The price
spread, movement of the two series, and the actual prioe spread or net dif-
ferences between the two series were used in ascertaining the stability and
predictability of the basis. The May and July soybean oil meal futures for
the years of 1950-51 and 1951-52 were plotted.
Price ceilings were e:.countered during 1951-52, however, some judgment
can be passed on this series.
The price movement and spread outside the price ceiling period did not
exhibit any stability as to the basis movement (Fig. 56), The prioe series
opened with a very narrow spread and gradually widened until the imposition
135
of price oeillngs (Fig. 57).
In examining the price spread and aeries movement of the May futures
of 1950-51, it was evident that there was very little stability as to the
basis movement (Fig. 58). The two series ooened with a very wide spread
and crossed during the month of August. After the crossing of the two aeries
the basis was more stable, however, nothing cen be said about the predicta-
bility. Tae actual price spread or net differences between the two series
varied from a - $22 to / $14 per ton (Fig. 59).
In inspecting the July futures-cash soybean meal plots for 1951-52 and
1950-51 it will be noted that they were very similar to the May futures plots.
The July futures-cash relationship for 1951-52 is of very little value be-
cause of imposition of ceilings (Fig. 60). The "ovenent of the two price
series outside of the Imposition of ceilings reveal a very irregular move-
ment (Fig. 61).
The July futures-cash relationship for 1950-51 exhibits a very irregular
basis movement throughout the period (Fig. 62). By close inspection there
is a noticeable association between the two series; however, the stability
as neaaured by net differences indicates that the futures meal market is of
little value for hedging purposes (Fig. 63), The actual price spreads very
from - $2 to $14, per ton.
The inspection of these several plots on the relationship between cash
and future soybean meal does not -net the criteria wliich has been set up for
judging the usefulness of this oomnodity for hedging purposes. The two price
series do not move along together with any indication of regularity. The net
differences between the two series -ire too varied to be of use for the hedging
of meal production in the soybean peal future.
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RELATIONSHIP BETHEL CASH SOT BANS AND FUTURE OIT-fTMT. KUIVALEHT
.Another logioal relationship is the association of the CHsh soybean
and future oil-neal equivalent price series, fo Soybean processors could
hedge their inventory of cash purchases in the equivalent future oil and neal
market in hopes of insuring against risks of price decline in their inven-
tories. This is not an attempt to as ooiate Uie oaah oil--ieal equivalent
—
cash soybean price series—this relationship will be inspected at tho end
of this section.
The futures soybean oil-n;eal equivalent price was calculated weekly
from the futures quotations of the New Tork and Meaphis Boards of Trade.
The cash tabulation was compiled from the "Kansas City Grain Market Beview".
This relationship study was ;:ade for the years of 1952-53, 1951-52 and 1950-51.
The futures oil-neal equivalent was calculated for the contract months
of Kay and July.
In all plots the futures oil-'.:eal. equivalent moved above the oash soy-
bean ssries by varying amounts. It was the assumption that those two price
series would -:ove along together, however, the actual plots proved this
series to be of little value. The May futures oil-neal equivalent and cash
soybeans were plotted and from Inspection appeared to move along together
(Figs. 64, 66, and 68). After a closer inspection it will be noted that the
price novenents were violent in nature with the futures equivalent exhibiting
the greatest irregularity. The actual price spread or net differences (using
/i The future soybean oil-Deal equivalent price is a combination price. This
combination price is calculated weekly by multiplying the production of 8.8
pounds of oil times the oil future quotation, plus the sum of the production
of 50 pounds of meal, tines the future meal price freer, a bushel of beans.
U5
No. 2 yellow soybeans as a base) reveals a wide range of variation (Figs. 65,
67, and 69). The net differences vary from a / .56 to / $2.45 per bushel.
The July futures oil-'neal equivalent and cosh soybean relationship wore
also studied. The orice spread between the two series exhibited Irregular
movements and basis changes (Pigs. 70, 72, and 74). The irregularity and
instability of the price aoveraents or basis ahaagM prove to be of very
little value for hedging purposes. The actual price spread or net differences
varied frou / *1.'>8 to $2.40 per bushel (Fig. 71, 73, and 75).
This relationship between futures oil-r»al equivalent and cash soybean
price series is too inconsistent to be of value to the processor for hedging
purposes. This relationship also indicates very little relationship between
the priaes of soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean real. The criteria for a
near perfect hedge does not indioata stability or predictability.
In a previous section it was pointed out that the processor needed a
market which was fluid enough that it would follow closely the value of oil
and meal produced by the crusher. A net difference or basis change was cal-
culated for the oash oil-rceal equivalent and the futures soybean price series
as an indie tion of its usefulness for price insurance. After examining
several price sories relationships of this nature It was observed that the
net differences were much greater in variation than the future oil-meal equi-
valent—cash soybean price series. Due to the wide range of v riation of this
relationship it was felt that it wa3 not necessary to plot the prioe spread
or net differences.
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RELATIONSHIP BEWT3K 30YBEA1J5 AND SOYBEAN Oil PRICES
1 vory necessary part of this study should be to investigate the rela-
tionship between the prices of soybeans and its jo'nt product's prices. The
soybean orocessor views a bushel of soybeans from its value as oil and eal.
It is important for further investig tions that the correlation be deter-
sinted in order to furnish scone information on relationship.
The relationship between the prices of cash soybeans and spot soybean
oil mg calculated weekly for the period 1947-51. The prioe relationship
was not deflated for the rise in the general prioe level because by this
operation both series would have been deflated by the same amount. A soatter
diagram was plotted to give an indication of the relationship (Fig. 76).
The scatter diagram revealed that there was very little indication of a
close association between the two price series. Random correlations were
made, calculated on a weekly basis, for a relationship study of weekly soy-
bean and soybean oil prices. Random correlations were oaloulated for the
years 1952, 1951, and 1950 and the resoeotive correlations were .19, .56,
and
.37.
The coefficient of correlation for the monthly price revealed a rela-
tionship of / .04. The conclusion can be made that there is praotioally no
correlation between the two series.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN MEAL PRICES
A calculation was made of the relationship between the price of soybeans
and the jriee of 3oybean meal. An Indication of the association of these two
series was obtained from a scatter diagram (Fig. 77). An examination of the
plot indicates very little relationship between the two series. A coefficient
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of correlation was calculated for this series which revealed a relationship
of / .05. A correlation of this amount definitely indicates very little
correlation between the two price series.
RE, TIONSHIP 3ETWEEN SOYBEAN t'EAL AND SOYBEAN OIL ?RICE3
An examination of the relationship betweor. soybean meal and oil as
plotted in a scatter diagram indicates very little correlation between the
two price 3?ries (Fig. 78). An actual coefficient of correlation of / .10
was obtained. This again indicates that the two price series are not closely
associated. It would seen logical that there should be some correlation be-
tween the value of soybeans and soybean oil and v:eclj however, after examining
the monthly and weekly scatter diagrams and coefficient of correlation it ap-
pears quite conclusive that there is very little association or similarity
between the series.
REATI0NSn.il1 BETCTN SOYBEAN OIL AND COTTONSEED OIL PRICES
Soybean oil and cottonseed oil have similar usee in the food and non-
food industries. These two conruoditles are interchangeable for these uses.
Since these two oils have similar use3, a very close relationship between the
two price series existed for the period studied, 1947-52, (Fig. 79).
The scatter diagram reveals a correlation between the two series so that
it is unquestionable that the two series are very closely associated. The
coefficient of correl tlon between the two price series was calculated for
72 consecutive months. The coefficient of correlation between the two series
160
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waa / .97. With 70 degrees of freedom this coefficient was highly signi-
ficant. /X A coefficient of 30 is significant at tha one percent level.
Expressed as a coefficient of detemlnrtion the statement cnn be made
that 94 percent of the variations in soybean oil prioes for the period studied
wars associated with the vrriati-r.s in eott nseed oil prices.
REL'.TICKSHIP BETWEEN SOYBEAN OIL ABB LABD PRICES
The uses ?Mo of soybean oil and lard are very similar. 35 nee very
little can be said about the association of soybeans and soybean oil perhaps
a better understanding of soybean oil prices can be obtained by this relation-
ship study.
The two ">rioe series; nanely, soybean oil and lard were correlated on- a
monthly basis for the period 1947-52. An inspection of the scatter diagram
jives an indication that these two sorie3 are very closely related (Fig. 80).
The coefficient of correlation obtained was / .94 indicating a very high de-
gree of association between the two >rice 3eri.es. This coefficient of cor-
relation ia highly significant with 70 degrees of freedom—a correlation
coefficient of / .30 would be significant. Expressed in terms of a coef-
ficient of determination it can be said that 88 percent of the variation in
price of lard can be expressed in the variation of soybean oil orioes. The
relationship betweon soybean oil and lard are very closely associated.
/I The mi.iber of degrees of freedom Is the number of deviations minus tb»
number of constants determined fror? the ssnple and used to fix the ooints
from whioh these devir.ti ms are neasured.
For the test of significance, reference was made to the textbook. Sta-
tistical Methods by Snedeoor, G. W.
, p. 149.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The soybean harvest usually begins the latter pa~t of September and
continues thru the month of November. In 1950-51, 77 percent of the farmer
sales were made during the months of September, October, November, and Decem-
ber. Aftsr January 1st of that year only 23 percent of the crop remained to
be marketed. Out of this remainder, the seed for the following crop must be
deducted.
The sale of a large percentage of the crop by producers during the
harvesting season points out the necessity for soybean urocessors to obtain
their crushing supplies during this timt).
Seasonal variations in the oriee of soybeans are of value to the pro-
ducer to better Judge the optimum time of the year to market his production.
This seasonal index will also be of value to the soybean processor along with
future determin tion of orices to suggest hedging procedures.
The seasonal movement of prices received by farmers in the United States
exhibited a seasonal low in October and then ro3e gradually (with the excep-
tion of January to February) to a high in June. The long-time seasonal
movement of prices received by farmers in Kansas revealed the low month to
be October and the high in June with a minor low occurring in March.
The seasonal index for soybean Tr.eal prices reveals very little indi-
cation of a pronounced seasonal. The seasonal novement indicated a high in
August and a low in April. It was noted that this seasonal indicated two low
months; namely, April and October. The seasonal orice movement of soybean
oil did not reflect a wide range of variations. Two lows were observed in
the seasonal movement; na!?«ly, July and October. January and March were the
high months.
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Criteria for an optimum risk shifting system are six in nixrber — the
criteria used in this study tested the stability and predictability of the
spread and net differences between cash and futures markets. Actual price
spreads and net differences were plotted and examined for the following: cash
and future soybeans, cash soybeans and futures sorn, spot and futures soybean
oil, inmediate and futures soybean neal, cash soybeans and futures equivalent
soybean oil-t-.esl equivalent.
In inspecting the many actual price spread plots for the many price
series it becane quite evident that due to the great v rlability of these
price series it can be conclusively determined that hedging of cash soybeans
in any futures rnrket with an stability and predictability is impossible. How-
ev r, maybe a new era is dawning for the possibility of hedging cash purchases
in the futures soybean market. In examining the two price series for the
January, Hay, and July futures of 1952-53, a greater tendency was .shown for
stability.
The relationship between soybeans, soybean oil and soybean meal were
examined. Scatter diagrams aid coefficients of correl tions provided proof
to point out the fact there is no correl tion between soybeans and its two
products.
There is a definite correlation existing between soybean oil, cottonseed
oil, and lard.
Points listed below consist of suggestions for the operation of soybean
processing plants in Kansas after a limited examination of the marketing
system, seasonal movement of prices, relationships existing between cash and
futures markets and a relationship study of soybeans, soybean oil, soybean
meal, cottonseed oil and lard. Suggestions are a result of this study and
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suggestions reviewed in the writings and research of other institutions and
authors. Tnis is quite apparent from the conclusions of this study that it
is impossible to set down a set of rules that will be successful every ye~r.
The following list of suggestions become apparent after raking the study!
(1) Due to over-expansion of crushing capacity and the sale of soybeans
by producers during the last three months of the calendar ye:.r, it la neces-
sary that soybean processors purchase soybeans while they move. Seep abreast
of market happenings. Know and be familiar with the outlook for general 'busi-
ness conditions, production and supplies of other oilseed products, livestock
population and a knowledge of happenings in general agricultwe.
(2) Know your plant costs and the necessary margins necessary to sell
the crush at a profit. Forward sales by the soybean processor are suggested
-as a near perfect risk-shifting system. A processing plant making forward
sales with a certainty of a margin after oo3ts on soybeans purchased are not
affected by future price changes of soybeans or soybean products.
(3) Soybean futures aarkets have not proven to be satisfactory risk-
shifting systems. The stability and predictability of the price spread be-
tween soybean cash and futures has been too varied to afford optimum hedging
conditions. It is further suggested that processors limit speculation to that
amount that is deliberate and not just for the sake of hedging for speculative
profits, (feep in mind that the 1952-53 soybean future uiarket revealed some
possibilities for hedging). If the processing plant has been operating and
is r.akirg a profit do not hedge.
(4) Before hedging in futures markets, if a must, calculate the arnount
of risk the company can afford and stop the losses at that point. If basis
profits appear on soybean hedges, be willing to take these profits and not
169
try to squeese out the la?t cent.
(5) Soybean processors should at all tires try to maximize the transit
return. Freight rates should be studied so as to give the greatest advantage
of milling in transit.
(6) Forward sale of soybean eal is iwiMmi impossible beyond a 90
day >eriod, however, some atter.pt should be made to forward sell to constitu-
ents.
(7) A survey should be sade of the consuming area for soybean ueal.
Dairy, pou~ try, and hogs are big considers of soybean n-eal.
(8) Sotae thought must be given to the type of crushing facilities
employed by soybean processors. Solvent type crushers are returning ap-
proxinately 11' pounds of oil as compared to the 8£ to 9 pounds returned
by the expeller type. Some thought must be given to this matter as soybean
oil is worth more per pound.
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It Is the urpose of this study to investigate and analyze the rloe
relationships Latween soybeans and related products la older to aiat In
solving nar;.eting and rooeesing problem* involving Inventory and risk
ameeenent. Prloe relationships aeaa the relationships which exist between
oash jrfoes of the eonnodity (ooyboana) and ceah prioes of Its by-pr 'uoto;
'•nely, oil and -«alj relationships between oash and futures rices j re-
lationships between futures prioes of the eo-*iodity and futures prices of
Its by-producto and relationships between other fans oonaodlty prioes and
Problaai
Soybeans have beeone a najor crop in the united States vlthin the
last 20 years, and In Kansas their i j.rtanee, as rea3ured by production,
has increased t jenty-fold in the last 13 years. However, processing eapaelty
has increased more rapidly. As a result, -wet soybean processors, during
this period of expanded reduction, have been f reed to .urehase a supp'y
of soybeans during the harvesting season to assure operation of crushing
facilities throughout the year. The eoneral prnctdoe has been to /urehase a
supply of soybeans daring September, October, and Boveaber and pi tee than
in storage for later .irocaealng. The acourulation of large inventories during
these three nonths has concentrated the problem of inventory and risk manage.
ent into the hands of a relatively few processors.
Soybean processors hare shifted the risk of inventory ownership by
forward sales and by hedging. The forward sales or for.rard contracts are
private treaties, like cash snlea, except that they are made for deferred
delivery. Forward sales naturally sell for less than current delivery.
Forward sales are a perfect risk shifting system if forward sales can be
accomplished.
To date, the hedging of soybean purchases in the futures market has
met with varied success for Kansas soybean processors. Many reasons are
advanced for the inadequacy of the futures Market i (l) volume of futures
transactions has not been sufficient to provide adequate price change In-
surance, (2) relatively feu buyers and sellers may influence the market
unduly, (3) the many and varied products Fade from the soybean have different
market values and outlets, and U) similar products Trade from oil producing
crops liave an influence on soybean prices.
Risk bearing includes the cost of storage, insurance, interest on
funds invested in grain ownership, an adverse price changes. Processors
have attempted to shift these risks on to the futures market or by forward
sales. The forward sales of soybean oil and meal to feed manufacturers and
oil refiners have been used successfully In shifting risk; however, the
shifting of ri3k by forward contracts has been met by increasing discounts
fro the current month delivery by users of oil and meal. The shifting of
risk through the use of futures markets has met with varied success.
JCHKACE AMD PHODOOTIOil OF 30TBEAJIS HI THE DSITC STATES AMD KANSAS
Soybeans han» beao-ae • major crop in tho United 3trt-ei vlthln the last
20 yeoro, and In Kansns their inpcrtanoe, as ^ea-jm-ed by produeti. v., has In-
creased t -entyfold in the laat 13 ye-rs. Soj^oans hare been grown as a grain
crop for about 25 ye.irs. The rany anltiple usee of soybeans hare lent theev
selves to continued Increased -roduotlon. Within a -eriod of 25 years the
production of soybeans IB the united States has lucre—ad fro- fire allllon
bushels in 1025 to orer 291 nUlloa bushels in 1 .
Prior to 1 IS the acreage planted to soybeans In Kansas was of Tery
little economic Importance. Since that ti~e production has increased froa
312 thousand bushels in 194^ to orer seten million bushels In 1°5~. The
larger portion of the prodnotlon of Kansas is in the Southeastern part of
the stcto. Crawford, Anderson, Frnnfclln, Ijron, Coffey, Oeago, Linn, Lahette,
Bourbon, and Cherokee are the counties producing the grafter percent of the
laMM r •_ -ct: •-.
mmru s&ixs of sotbeahs vmxoa » xaksas
The soybean harvsat usually beglna the latter part of September and con-
tinues through the month of Hot- b«r. As this production is located in an area
of smaller scale faming, the fact thnt It Is a cash grain and usually is of
such snail volume per f n, aoat of the bean production Is r-arketed during
this tl. o. In 1950-51, 77 oroent of the -.ales vers nade during the noctha of
September, October, Soveraber, and Decs bar. Aftor January 1 of th- 1 ye r only
23 percent of the erep regained to be marketed. Wt of thla ro ainder the seed
for tho following crop aiust be deducted . In Illinois, during the 1947 and 1948
erep about 80 percent of all soybeans bought by o untry elevators were acquired
by the end of September.
The sole of a large percentage of the cro by producers during the har-
vesting season points out the necessity for soybenn prooassors to obtain
their e ushing supplies during this tine.
SUPPLY. AMD UTILIZATION OF S0IBUHS IS THE UNITED STATES
The disposition of the soybean crop through the marketing channels in-
dicates that the bu3k of the soybeans are sold by producers to local elevators.
In the total soybean movement, the 3ales by farmers directly to processors
are about 4 percent of the total.
The supply of soybeans in the United States during 1924.-25 crop year
•.•as five million bushels made up of a production of 49 million bushels, lmpcrts
of 60 thousand bushels, and a carryover of £90 thousand bushels. In the 1950-51
cro > year when produ rtion reached an all-tine high of over TO million bushels,
carryover stocks of three million, and import of one million bushels. Carry-
over stocks of soybeans have been vary small in comparison to other grain stocks
at the beginning of the crop year. -?b» largest stocks on reeor to date were
a car yover of 14 million bushels in 1944-45. Imports of soyboans into the
United States are of little consequence; in the past 15 years, imports averaged
less than two mill! « bushels.
The utilization of soybeans has kept ace throughout soybean history. Be-
fore 1934 less than one-fourth of the oybeans grown in the U 1 ted States we e
used for processing. As markets expanded and iroduetion increased the pro-
portion processed becaire consistently larger. By 1937 about two-thirds of the
crop was < rooessed and this proportion increased to more than 80 percent during
the last few years. Exports in recent years have increased to an all-tirre high
In 1950-51 of 27£ million bushels.
The yield from a bushel (60 pounds) of soybeans averages about 8.8 pounds
of oil and 49 pounds of meal processed by screu .ureases, while the solvent
extraction method yields 10£ pounds of oil and 45 pounds of meal. Soybean
oil is used in the manufacture of riore than 50 produotsof human consumption.
The U.S. produced l§ billion pounds of oil in 1951-52. The use of soybean
oil for food was stimulated by the great denand for it during World War II.
Prior to World War II in 1933 only 30 percent of the oil produoed was used
for edible products and 70 iieraent was used for non-food products.
However, since that tine a complete switch-over has occurred until in
1951 34 percent was used for food purposes and 16 percent for non-food pur-
poses. Of the oil used for food purposes, approximately half of it has been
used for shortening. Percentagewise, of the oil used for food purposes mar-
garine has increased from less than one-half of 1 percent to 25+ percent in
1951. Although 70 to 90 percent of the annual consumption sf soybean oil in
the united States has been used in the food industries—there has been a rapid
poundage increase in its industrial use.
Iron every bushel of soybeans about 80 percent of the resultant product
is soybean meal and 20 percent crude soybean oil. During the 1920's and 1930's
the United States was importing between 12 and 28 thousand tons of high protein
feed. The production of soybean meal in the 1938-39 crop year exceeded one
million tons and has increased since then to 5£ million tons in 1952. The
principal use of soybean ;neal in the United States is as a livestock feed. Of
the total oilseed cake and meal used for livestock use, the statement can be
made that soybean meal has taken over as the leader in furnishing high protein
feed for livestock. As a percent of the total oilseed cake and meal used,
soybean meal now comprises between 60 and 65 percent of the total oilseed
meals used for live took. This percentage has gradua ly increased from 5
percent of the total in 1930 to a high of 66 jjercent in 1950.
SOYBEAN CRUSHING CAPACITY
Crushing capacity has increased f • ster than production. The estimated
crushing capacity for the 1951-5 ' season on a ten-r'onth basis was 284 million
bushels, proving that the crushing capacity has increased faster than produc-
tion. The production during the crop year cited was 282 million out of uhich
only 244 million were :;rocessed for oil and meal. Of the estimated industry
total of 190 soybean mills, 107 of these mills ore located in the states of
Illinois, Ioua, Ohio, Inliaaa, Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas, and Nebraska. These
eight states have ithln their boundaries 85 percent of the crushing capacity,
with Illinois leading ith a high of 41 percent of the total crushing capacity.
Kansas has an estimated 3 percent total crushing capacity and crushed only two
percent of the total soybeans crushed. It la estimated that Kansas crushes l*k
million bushels of soybeans annually (1951-52). Actual crushing in Kansas has
not e ceeded the production in tills state.
PRICES RECEIVED FOR SOYBEANS IN THE UNITED STATES
The rice rhich producers receive for soybeans ig determined by several
factors including (l) the price users will ay processors for soybean oil;
(2) the price users will pay processors for soybean meal; (3) the processing
margin; and (4) transportation and other handling costs.
Jordan su marised what deterrines soybean prices in saying that bean
prices depend on the irices that consumers will pay for i-eat and other animal
products, margarine and lEgetable shortening; on the size of the livestock
population; supplies of protein supplement, corn and edible fata and oil}
and oost3 and profits of handlers.
Soybean ~eal can be expected to ohan^e during the year about 1.2 times
a* much (in percentage) as disposable personal incoroe, and in the sane direc-
tion. Meal prices can he expected to move in the oppostie direction to ohanges
in the supplies of soybean meal, cottonseed meal, linseed meal, copra meal,
peanut gluten feed and eal, tankage, meat seraps, and fish meal and about
.40 to .45 as nmeh (in percentage). An increase of one bushel per animal
unit in the corn supply will reduce the price of meal about 2.5 percent.
Soybean oil prices have changed in the same direction and to about the
same extent as disposable personal income ehan.Tes. These oil prices vill also
tend to change nbout 1.4 to 1.5 percent in the opposite direction with every 1
peroent change in supplies of soybean oil, cottonseed oil, lard and butterfat.
The general trend in prices since 1934 has shown a gradual price advance
geared to many inflationary pressures, large consumer buying power, increase
in exports and restriction of world trade in fats and oils. The all-time re-
cord price paid for a bushel of soybeans on the Ckloago market w-s $4.14
paid in June, 1947.
SEASONAL K0V31ST OF SOE'EANS IN THE UNITED STATES
The production of farm products are seasonal in nature. The harvesting
of soybeans is realised in a very short time. The major portion of the pro-
duction is marketed by the first of January. The consumer of soybean products
desires a steady supply throughout the year. The soybean Processor has to pur-
chase the beans during harvest and store, process the bean, and supply consumer
needs as they are expressed. Soybean consumption must be matched with pro-
duction and this is brought about by storage and by adjustments between supply
?and derand which take place as a result of seasonal change in price.
Seasonal variations in the price of soybeans are of value to the pro-
ducer to bettor Judge the optimum time of the year to market his production.
This seasonal index will also be of value to the soybean processor along .ith
future determination of prices to sugg st hedging procedures. The seasonal
mover,ent of prices received by farmers in the United States exhibited a sea-
sonal low in October end then rose gradually (with the exception of January to
February( to a high in June. A general state ent can be rade on the increase
in price fro?t October to June—remembering this is an aferage seasonal price-
it can be said that prices on the average advanced 15 1/3 cents from October to
June. Prom previously cited literrture it was determined that the cost of stor-
age averaged 64 percent of the October price or the actual amount vould be
10i cents for seven months storage. Another generalization can be made to the
effect that usually farm storage of soybeans pays. An index of average sea-
sonal variation was calculated for the period 194-7-52 to accent the current
factors. The seasonal exhibited a high in June and the low in October
--ith a
minor low in February,
SEASONAL MOVEMENT OF dOIBEAN PRICES IK KANSAS
The seasonal TOvesent of prices received by farriers in Kansas were similar
to the C. S. seasonal. T!ie long-Use seasonal roverent of soybean prices in
Kansas revealed the low month to be October and the high in June with a rdnor
low occurring in March. A general stateitent can be made as to the storing of
soybeans on Kansas farss and the profitability of holding off markets until
June. On the average, deducted from this seasonal, it i3 expected that the
irice increase from October to June would amount to 39 cents. Using the same
storage co3ts as previously cited, the reward for marketing soybeans in June
rather than October would be 28J cent on the average. The shorter period
seasonal movement of prices indicated the same findings as found in the 1925-
52 period.
SEASON tOVEKEhT OF SOTBEAN MEAL PRICES IN THE UNITED STATES
The seasonal index for soybean meal prices reveals wry little indication
of a pronounced seasonal, m ch &<? the soybean index exhibited. The seasonal
movement indicated a high in August and a low in April. It was noted that
this seasonal idicnted two low months; namely, April and October. The short
time seasonal movement or variation was much greater than for the 17 year
period. The ranf'e of deviation was from a low in January to a high in July.
SEASONAL : OVE KNT Or SOYBEAN OIL PRICES IN THE UNITED STATES
The seasonal price movement of soybean oil did not reflect a wide range
of variation as did soybeans, but in a narrower range similar to 3oyben meal.
Two lows were observed in the seasonal movement; namely, July and October with
October the lower. January and March were the hi -h months for the seasonal.
The seasonal index indicates that the nonths of December, January, February,
March, April, and May uere above the base line and the remaining six months be-
low the base.
FUTURES TRAV"
The basic need for hedging arises from the necessity that someone own
the various commodities while they are in irogress through the marketing system.
Commodities, such as soybeans are produced seasonally and the greater ;.>ercen-
tage is marketed during the harvest season. The risk element e. ters the
marketing system because someone owns these commodities until consumers are
willing and able to buy. The consumer ef soybean products wants a re^dy supply
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throughout the year and the processor of these products must stand ready to
fill these demands and likewise assume the risk of ownership of large inven-
tories.
Criteria for an optimum risk shifting system are six in nur.ber—the
criteria used in this study will teat the stability and predi stability of the
basis chances between cash and futures price.-.. A price spread or move: ent will
be used to exardne the regularities in the two price series. The actual
price spread or net differences will India- te the degree of variation between
the two price series over tine.
HE ATIONSiilP BETWEEN CASH SOYBEANS AND THE CHICAGO SOYK-AH FUTUR S
An exrilnation was made of the cash soybean and future soybe. n price
series relationship for the period 19A8-53. Random coefficients of corre-
lation were calculated and positive relationships of ,?7 to .97 were obtained
inaicr-ttng a very close association in some instances. The price spread be-
tween the two price series were plotted. These plots indicated that the
prediction of the price spread is ii possible. Some contr cts pen ith a wide
spread .aid close with a very narrow spread while other contracts are opposite
in thi3 character. Fror. a practical standpoint whe e the two price series
cross and recross and have a great variability of spread, it can be said these
series are of very little value for hedging purposes.
The final test given to the cash-futures soybean price relationship la
the actual price spread or net differences between the two sories. In in-
specting the many actual price spread plots it is quite evident that due to the
great ariabillty of these price sories it can be conclusively determined that
the hedging of cash soybeans in he futures market will more likely result In
losses rather than price iisurance.
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However, maybe a new era is dawning for the possibilities of hedging
cash jut chases in the futures soybe n market. In the examination of the two
price 3eri.es for the January, May, and July futures of 1952-53, it showed a
tendency for the >rice 3?read to be more stable during the duration of the
contract. In ease of the January and May contracts the price spread did not
cross and remained relatively stable after October. The July contract wfiich
cloned out this past July indicates a fairly stable price spread, however, the
net differences wore too wtriable to constitute a successful lied e.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEH CASH SOTBEA..S Aid) CHICAGO FOTU11E CORH
It was suggested that hedging in futures corn a ight prove successful since
corn and soybeans compete for acreage .ithin the soybean urea. Also some
association of the two price series right be expected because corn and soybean
meal are livestock feeds. A relationship study was made on the association
of cash soybeans and futures oorn. The price spread and movement pi ;ts of
this relationship indicated many rice l'luctuations of a violent nature in the
cash soybean market while the future com price movement was very smooth and
not subject to violent r,ovenent3.
Using the criteria of a stable and predictable basis or price pread
between futures corn end cash soybeans, this 3tudy reveals that it will be
impossible to hedge with any degree of certainty in futures corn.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPOT SOIBEAN OIL A..D NEW YORK SOXBE N OIL FUTURES
A relationship study between cash soybean oil and futures oil prices in
an effort to sug est hedging the oil production of a processing plant in the
soybean oil futures was made. The two price series ; ove in the san,e general
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direction with a apread which la very narrow. An Inspection of the actual
price spread or net differences exhibit a variation of one-half to five cents
per pound. If the voriatlons were multiplied !y ten to place them on a bushel
of soybeans basis, it econes quite apparent that there was considerable pro-
bability of lar-e losses by hedging in the oil market.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMTSDIATE SOXBE Ml ?'SAL AND 'EMPHIS FUTURES SOYBEAN EAL
A siirilar comp'vison was made between cash soybean meal an. 1 futures
soybean meal. The processor needs a market that la fluid enough that it
will follow the value of oil and weal produced from the soybeans. By in-
spection of the several plot3 on the relatipnslii;> between cash end future
soybean i eal we find it does not reet the criteria which has been set up for
Judging the usefulness of soybean meal futures for hedging purposes. The net
differences between the tiro series are too varied to be of use for the hedging
of meal production in the soybean real future.
RELATIONSHIP BtTWEEN CASH SOYBEANS AN^ FUTURE OIL- EAL EQUIVALENT
A new approach was mnde in an effort to find a futures market which would
exhibit a stable price spread between it and the cash soybean. A futures
soybean meal and futures soybe n oil equivalent price was calculated and its
relationship with cash soybeans was studied. The futures equi alont price
moved above the cash soybean series by arying amounts. A close inspection
indicates that the price movements are quite irregular vith the futures equi-
valent exhibiting the greatest in-gularity. The net differences were ^ore
errotio and inconsistent than any series inspected in this study.
An opposite approach was taken on this relationship by comparing the
cash oil real e uivalont :,rice and the futures soybeans ,rlce series. However,
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ttiis relationship exhibited a greater variation in net differences than the
futures oil and meal equiv- lent a I oa3h soybeans,
REi ATI0N3HIP BETWEEN SOYBEANS
,
OIL AMD .MEA1
A very necessary part of the study investigated the relationship or cor-
relation between soybeans, soybean real, and soybean oil. Ti:a coefficient
of correlation for the monthly prices of soybeans and soybean oil revealed
a relationship of / .04 which is of very little significance. The relation-
ship between soybeans and soybean meal revealed a coefficient of correlation
of / ."5 which again indicates very little association. A similar correlation
was calculated for soybean oil and rieal and the two series were not closely
associated,
REi ATIONSHIP BETWEKH SOYBEAN OIL, C0TT.A3BED OIL, AMD LAKD
An additional corrslation was calculated to determine the relationship
betve<>n cash soybean oil and lard and cottonseed meal. The calculatiir.s re-
vealed a very close relationship between these edible oils.
Points listed bfilow consist of suggestions for the operation of soybean
processing plsnt3 in Kansas after a lirdted examination of the ma - ;etlng
system, seasonal ' ovenent of prices, relationships existing between cash and
futures markets and a relationship study of soybeans, soybean oil, soybean veal,
oottonsoed oil and lnrd. Suggestions are a result of this study and sugges-
tions reviewed in the writings and research of other institutions and authors.
This is quite apparent from the conclusions of thi3 3tu3y that it is impos-
sible to set down a set of rules that will be -uccessful every year.
The following list of suggestions becona apparent aftar making the studys
u(1) Due to over-expansion of crushing capacity and the sale of soybeans
by producers during the last three months of the calendar year, it is neces-
sary that soyben processors purchase soybeans while they nave. Keep abreast
of mar ot happenings. Know and be familiar with the outlook for general busi-
ness conditions, production and supplies of other oilseed products, Hvestock
population and a knowledge of happenings in general agriculture.
(2) Know your plant costs and the necessary margins necessary to se"l
the crush at a profit. Forward sales by the soybean processor are suggested as
a near perfect risk-shifting system. A processing plant making 1 forward sales
with a certr.inty of a argin after costs on soybeans purchased are not af-
fected by future price changes of soybeans or soybean products.
(3) Soybean futures markets have not proven to be satisfactory risk-
shlftins system. The lability and predictability of the price spread between
soybean cash and futures has been too varied to afford optima hedging condi-
tions. It is further suggested that processors limit speculation to that a-
fount that is deli orate and not just for the sake of hedging for specuL-..tive
profits. (Keep in mind that the 1952-53 soybean future market revealed some
possibilities for hedging.) If the processing plant has been operating end
is naklng a profit do not hedge.
U) Before hedging In futures r-arkets, iaf a must, calculate the amount
of risk the company can afford and stop the losses at that point. If basis
ofits appenr on soybean hedges, be willing to take these profits snd not try
to uee;:e out the List cent.
(5) Soybean processors should at all tices try to maximize the transit
return. Freight rates should be studied so as to give the greatest advantage
of milling In transit.
1*
(6) Forward sole of soybeon meal la so; etiroes ir-posslble beyond a 90
day period, however, aar.e attempt should be made to forward as 1 to constituents.
(7) A survey should be made of the consuming area for soybean real.
Dairy, poultry, and hogs are big consumers of soybean meal.
(8) Some thou ht must be given to the type of crushing facilities en-
ployed by soybean processors. Solvent type crushen are returning approxi-
mately Hi pounds of oil as compared to the 8£ to 9 oound.? returned by the
expeller type. Sone thought must be given to this
-atter as soybean oil is
worth wore per pound.
